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Ethics and Human Interface: Essence, determinants and consequences of Ethics 

in human actions; dimensions of ethics; ethics in private and public relationships.  

“Hate the sin,Love the Sinner”- Discuss the relevance of quote in today context (250 

words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question is quotation based; the quote was given by Mahatma Gandhi. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the significance of the quote and its relevance even today. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Give brief introduction of Gandhi’s ideology of Ahimsa (non-Violence) and Satyagraha as his unique 
method of protest. 
Body: 
Mahatma Gandhi was central figure in Indian national movement. Through his core beliefs he 
evolved unique methods of protest which were rooted in of Ahimsa (non-Violence) and Satyagraha. 
Gandhi believed that nonviolence constitutes a positive procedure for promoting worthwhile social 
change. Mahatma Gandhi rejected the weapons of hate and set about to discover the instrument of 
love for the battle of the weak against the strong. Discuss the ethical connotations of Gandhi’s 
pronouncement of “Hate the sin, Love the sinner”. Describe various burning conflict which can be 
resolved through Gandhian Methods. 
Conclusion: 
Gandhi’s message of ‘Hate the sin, Love the sinner’ is extremely relevant in present situation for 
number of global as well as domestic conflict persist and escalate because of inability to forgive and 
aim for permanent resolution. 
Introduction: 

Mahatma Gandhi evolved unique methods of protest which were rooted in values of non-Violence 

and Satyagraha. Gandhi believed that nonviolence constitutes a positive procedure for promoting 

worthwhile social change. Mahatma Gandhi rejected the weapons of hate and set about to discover 

the instrument of love for the battle of the weak against the strong. 

Body: 

Relevance of quote in today’s context: 

 Distinction between deed and doer: Gandhi believed that only through love any opponent could 

be permanently won. When Gandhi says, hate the sin, love the sinner he is drawing distinction 

between deed and the doer. According to him the doer of the deed, whether good or wicked, 

always deserves respect or pity as the case may be. 

 Permanent conflict resolution: According to Gandhi, those who seek to destroy men rather than 

manners adopt the latter and become worse than those whom they destroy under the mistaken 

belief that the manners will die with the men. Gandhi highlighted how the cycle of violence 

repeats itself without resolving the conflict. 

 Forgiveness: Gandhi’s approach also highlights his belief in forgiveness. He regarded forgiveness 

as high virtue. According to him, the weak can never forgive. Forgiveness is the attribute of the 
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strong. It is the acid test of non-violence that, in a non-violent conflict, there is no rancour left 

behind, and in the end the enemies are converted into friends 

 Spirit of Tolerance: Gandhi also highlighted the value of tolerance. According to Gandhi the main 

cause of worry today is intolerance and hatred leading to violence. Understanding difference 

between doer and deed and forgiving the doer inculcates spirit of tolerance. It leads to 

achievement of a peaceful, tolerant society where diverse section of society lives in mutually 

society peace. This spirit of tolerance is important in diverse country like India. 

Conclusion: 

Gandhi’s message of ‘Hate the sin, Love the sinner’ is extremely relevant in present situation for 

number of global as well as domestic conflict persist and escalate because of inability to forgive and 

aim for permanent resolution. 

“The nations morals are like its teeth, the more decayed they are the more it hurts to 

touch them”. Discuss (250 words) 
Introduction 

A nation is essentially a large association of people held together simply by the continuing will of 

their members. In other words, a nation is built on the virtues of it’s people. It also has a sense of 

collective belonging and an identity. A nation also gives it’s members certain values that it stands 

for. Considering these factors, it follows that a nations morals are the combined collective morals of 

it’s people. It was Plato that said, “state is individual writ large”. Thus decaying morals are like 

decaying teeth; the more worse it gets, the more it hurts the ethos of the nation. 

Body 

The racism against the Africans Americans in USA is a fine example. Even today the people of colour 

are oppressed, like the police killing unarmed Black Americans. Women of color are hired less when 

compared to white women. These instances are not isolated instances. It’s a deeply ingrained bias 

that has it’s roots in racial supremacy. This decaying moral, hurts the ability of the nation to develop. 

It hinders inclusive development. There will always be a huge divide between two sets of people. 

Just like how a decaying tooth hurts a person so badly, these moral downfall will ultimately lead to a 

nation’s downfall. 

Like how a corrupt institution will lead to it’s eventual collapse, in a similar way vices of the people 

cannot lead to a strong nation. Gandhi said that “one cannot expect the fruits of rose by sowing the 

seeds of Babool tree”. For instance, Pakistan tops in the gender bias against women as per the UN 

Gender Social Norms Index. It’s minority population has suffered unspeakable offences. The 

atrocities waged on it’s own people, is a telling tale of decaying morals of that country. And hence 

the human development indicators here speaks for itself. It is today branded as a safe haven nation 

for terrorists. There has been a wide condemnation of Pakistan’s policy regarding aiding and 

abetting terror activities. 

One must also note that, immoral deeds may have been done for certain gains in the above 

scenarios. Yet, immorality pays a heavy price. In the above example, state sponsored terrorism in 

Pakistan has caused more casualties amongst it’s own citizens. In a racially divided America, there is 

no affinity or consensus amongst the people regarding respecting individual rights. 

Finally, like how even a single decaying tooth can cause much pain; Similarly, as in the case of the 

authoritarian North Korea, people have been unable to express their opinions as they have not 
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been given the liberty. Like JS Mill said, “A state which dwarfs its men, in order that they may be 

more docile instruments in its hands even for beneficial purposes--will find that with small men no 

great thing can really be accomplished " 

 

Conclusion 

Thus transgressing the moral boundaries can prove to be slippery slope. Like Tagore said, “where 

words come out from the depth of truths” and  “where  the clear stream of reason has not lost it’s 

way into dreary desert sands of dead habit”; “Into that heaven of freedom, my father let my country 

awake”. It is this adherence to morality, that leads to nation building. 

“A man without ethics is a wild beast loosed upon this world.” Elaborate (250 words) 
Introduction 

Ethics forms the foundation of moral principles that a person is expected to exhibit when living in a 

society which has evolved as it is today. This is the idea that ethics is connected with character, and 

it is sort of a high standard approach to what it means to act in a particularly cogent and courageous 

way, as well as to demonstrate personal integrity. So a man without ethics is a wild beast, in the 

sense that he or she cannot differentiate between good and bad or right and wrong.  

Body 

What makes us different from the nature of an animal is that, we live in a world where there are 

laws and code of conduct. There is a sense of right and wrong; of virtue and honor; of social 

obligation and duty. All of this raises a human being above the nature of an animal. 

For instance, it is universally accepted that ethics is a key character trait of leadership. Without it 

how can he or she be trusted? Gandhiji was a firm believer of “Right means lead to right ends” and 

the fact that ‘he that soweth vice does not reap virtue’. His means were the two weapons of non-

violence and truth. It were for this firmness of thought, that the call for freedom struggle resonated 

with millions of Indians. Gandhiji become immortal in the minds of the people for his ethical 

considerations, even when tough decisions needed to be taken(Post Chauri Chaura incident).  

Contrast to this, Hitler’s ideology of Aryan supremacy and the fascist ruthlessness and anti-

Semitism that was imposed on the people shows how a man without ethics can become as barbaric 

as a wild beast. The consequences in this case were catastrophic. 

In another context, ethics and moral principles (can be community/culture specific) also determine 

the group behavior and our social roles in the network of relations that a man is situated. Without 

the personal ethos, men can rob the other’s of their rights. They may not fulfill their social obligation 

to their communities. It may be respecting human dignity, or ensuring justice and fair treatment for 

all. Every human activity today, has a direct consequence on others. Without moral consideration, 

he or she is like an unconstrained wild animal plundering and harming the peaceful order of human 

society. 

Finally, Immanuel Kant once said  “In law a man is guilty when he violates the rights of others. In 

ethics he is guilty if he only thinks of doing so.” Even in thoughts, if we lack an ethical judgement, it 

leads to immoral acts and thus violation of rights of other. For example, If a person sees a stray glass 

object that thinks its not his job to remove it, he is endangering an unsuspecting pedestrian into 
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being harmed. Like Gandhi said, wishing harm for someone is also a form of violence. Thus Ethics 

forms the core of our existence and is the one factor that makes human “humane”. 

Conclusion 

It is thus ethics that enables us to function in a civilized manner and live in harmony with others. It 

tells man to respect the rights of other people and in turn our rights will be protected. An unethical 

man spells a doom on others and leads them into oppression. 

What are Moral Emotions? How are they different from basic emotions? Explain.  (250 words) 

Reference: NCBI 
Why this question: 
The question is based on the concept of moral emotions and there relevance along with the basic 
emotions. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the concept of moral emotions, differentiate the same with basic emotions 
and explain the key role played by them. 
Directive: 
Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Define moral emotions and their role with examples. 
Body: 
Moral emotions are a variety of social emotions that are involved in forming and communicating 
moral judgments and decisions, and in motivating behavioral responses to one’s own and others’ 
moral behavior. Moral emotions help to make important moral judgments by directing people’s 
moral choices. Discuss the relevance of these emotions. Differentiate between moral emotions and 
basic emotions with suitable examples. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with significance of inculcating such moral emotions to one’s life. 
Introduction: 

Moral emotions are a variety of social emotion that are involved in forming and communicating 

moral judgments and decisions, and in motivating behavioral responses to one's own and others' 

moral behavior. 

Body: 

Types: 

 Inner-directed negative emotions like guilt, embarrassment, and shame often motivate 

people to act ethically. 

 Outer-directed negative emotions, on the other hand, aim to discipline or punish. For 

example, people often direct anger, disgust, or contempt at those who have acted 

unethically. This discourages others from behaving the same way. 

 Positive emotions like gratitude and admiration, which people may feel when they see 

another acting with compassion or kindness, can prompt people to help others. 
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 Emotions evoked by suffering, such as sympathy and empathy, often lead people to act 

ethically toward others. Indeed, empathy is the central moral emotion that most commonly 

motivates prosocial activity such as altruism, cooperation, and generosity. 

Difference between Moral and basic emotions: 

Basic emotions Moral emotions 

These are animalistic emotions which are 

common across all cultures, and they're thought 

to be biologically determined. 

They are ‘self-conscious’ emotions referred to as 

moral, social or "higher-order" emotions. These 

are emotions that an organism can only feel if it 

has a highly developed sense of self-reflection. 

Six basic emotions: Anger, disgust, fear, joy, 

sadness, and surprise. 

Four moral emotions: guilt, shame, 

embarrassment, and pride. 

Basic emotions are limited to personal 

grievances.  

Emotions in which we imagine our conformity or 

nonconformity to society's norms. 

 

Conclusion: 

So, while we may believe that our moral decisions are influenced most by our philosophy or 

religious values, in truth our emotions play a significant role in our ethical decision-making. 

Worsening ecological ethics is one of the principal reasons for Environmental 

degradation. Discuss. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question is themed around the topic of ecological ethics and its significance. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the significance and relevance of understanding ecological ethics and its 
correlation with environmental degradation. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly explain what ecological ethics is. 
Body: 
Discuss that ecological Ethics are moral principles that guide human attitude towards the 
environment, rules of conduct for environment care and preservation. Deteriorating ecological ethics 
is being reflected in changing man-nature relationship due to technological advancements, especially 
after the Industrial Revolution which resulted in wide scale deforestation and land degradation thus 
leading to environmental degradation. 
Highlight some relevant examples to justify the question and suggest solutions to address the issue. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that there is need for a balanced developmental model like that of Sustainable 
development where role of ethics, duty, responsibility-based decisions are taken at an individual level 
as well as societal level. 
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Introduction: 

Environmental ethics or ecological ethics is a branch of ethics that studies the relation of human 

beings and the environment and how ethics play a role in this. Environmental ethics believe that 

humans are a part of society as well as other living creatures, which includes plants and 

animals. These items are a very important part of the world and are considered to be a functional 

part of human life. Thus, it is essential that every human being respect and honour this and use 

morals and ethics when dealing with these creatures. 

Body: 

Ecological ethics is degrading due to: 

1. Increasing levels of Pollution. 

2. Degrading Standard of Life. 

3. Increasing dangers related to global warming and climate change. 

4. New dynamic issues like Environmental Refugees. 

5. Cutting forests indiscriminately on large scale 

6. Increasing exhaust of greenhouse gases in atmosphere for industrial products 

7. Excessive use of fossil fuels like coal, petrol 

8. Economic developmental pressure in the form of infrastructure projects leading to 

overshadowing ecological concerns 

9. Poor implementation of Rules, Laws meant for conservation of environment 

Way forward: 

Human actions and decision making choice depend on human values. Strong values always help 

reduce the confusion. If these are coherent with the surrounding environment nature and wildlife, 

then it will certainly be helpful for sustainable development. 

1. Empathy: without empathy for all lives, there will always be selectiveness and selfishness 

among humans towards different lives. Value of Nurturing and protecting biodiversity. Making way 

for flora and fauna to co-exist with us. 

2. Love: love transcends only human-human interaction. It’s also between other lives and 

nature’s beauty. 

3. Sustainable development: Saving resources for future generation. That is to stop over 

exploitation of resources especially exhaustible and non-renewable resources. 

4. Control over mining, deforestation in the name of “development” 

5. Minimalistic living: Sacrificing certain comforts for protecting environment. Example- 

reduction in use of polluting vehicles for good of all, carpooling, using public transport. 

Conclusion: 
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We must realize the biggest value that Earth belongs not only to humans but to other biodiversity 

too. Further, protecting this environment for future generation becomes our responsibility as part of 

environmental ethics 

Discuss the ideals of ‘Sanatana dharma’ practiced and believed by Mahatma Gandhi. 

Explain their significance as applied today. (250 words) 
Reference: Indian Express 
Why this question: 
The question is based on the Gandhian idea of ‘Sanatana Dharma’. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the concept, significance and relevance of the Gandhian idea of ‘Sanatana 
Dharma’ in detail. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Define the Gandhian idea of ‘Sanatana Dharma’. 
Body: 
Discuss the key features – In general sanatana dharma consists of virtues such as honesty, refraining 
from injuring living beings, purity, goodwill, mercy, patience, forbearance, self-restraint, generosity, 
and asceticism. Gandhi identifies dharma as duty. Performance of the duties of an individual in a 
society helps the society to become self-sufficient and stable. Duties of an individual contribute not 
only to the growth and prosperity of the society but also assist in maintaining social order. It brings 
justice and peace to society. Explain the relevance of the idea as applied to today’s context. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by reasserting the significance of the Philosophy. 
 

Introduction: 

Sanatana dharma, in Hinduism, term used to denote the “eternal” or absolute set of duties or 

religiously ordained practices incumbent upon all Hindus, regardless of class, caste, or sect. Different 

texts give different lists of the duties, but in general sanatana dharma consists of virtues such as 

honesty, refraining from injuring living beings, purity, goodwill, mercy, patience, forbearance, self-

restraint, generosity, and asceticism. 

Body: 

Ideals of Sanatana Dharma practiced and believed by Mahatma Gandhi: 

1. Gandhiji declared himself as Sanatan Hindu and it is conspicuous from his words “I am a 

Hindu because it is Hinduism which makes the world worth living. I am a Hindu hence I Love not 

only human beings, but all living beings.” 

2. Sanatana Dharma encompasses ideals such as justice, honesty, altruism, chivalry and non-

violence since the dawn of its civilization. 

3. Non-violence is a character ingrained in Sanatanis. 

4. Compassion Unlimited 
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5. Altruism of high order 

6. Display of Magnanimity against arch rivals 

7. Respect for women 

8. Keeping one’s word 

Significance today: 

1. Equality: 

1. Many traditions and customs which hurt the equality, dignity, fraternity of the human being 

are present in India like caste discrimination, honour killings, banning women from entering sacred 

places, manual scavenging etc. 

2. Non-cooperation and resistance to such indiscriminate ideas is necessary and it is already 

visible. 

3. The use of non-violent means to achieve morally endowed ends like demand for justice 

against irresponsible, unacceptable government e.g. Arab spring, Anna Hazare’s movement etc. 

2. Culture of peace: 

0. Today, the world is suffering from immense crisis from many sides. Crimes, conflict, 

hatred and distrust between one community and another, insecure environment 

among minorities, hunger, unemployment, poverty and literacy, refugee crisis, 

ethnic violence, terrorism, etc., all these altogether make a grave danger to peace. 

1. Resistance through non-violence and appeal to the conscience of perpetrators can 

bring change. 

2. Compassion is necessary for victims, minorities, fellow humans and other earth 

creatures. 

3. Self-determination and Courage: 

0. In the fast-paced world today, many farmers, students are bogged down by 

desperation of failures, fall in to depression and even commit suicides. 

1. There is a need of self-determination, courage and resilience to face the failures and 

bounce back. 

4. Civic nationalism: 

0. A striking feature of Gandhi’s civic nationalism was his insistence that India is not an 

exclusively Hindu civilization. 

1. Gandhi did not make the religious element an integral part of his civic nationalism. 

2. He abstained from any reference to Hinduism, Islam, Buddhism or Jainism in his 

definition of swaraj. 

3. He continually defined and defended Indian nationalism through his belief in the 

truth of all religions. 
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4. Gandhi’s action was shaped by his conviction that all religious boundaries are 

arbitrary and false. He was convinced that a mere doctrinaire approach to religion 

will not help consolidate the foundations of Indian civic nationalism. 

Conclusion: 

Gandhiji had always taken Religion to solve practical Affairs which was shrewdly used by some 

political opportunists to denounce Gandhiji’s ideologies, activities and philosophies and portrayed 

him as ‘Working Against Hinduism’. But Gandhiji had always endeavoured to purify Hinduism and 

promote Humanity for which he can be considered as true ‘Sanatan Hindu’. 

 

Human Values – lessons from the lives and teachings of great leaders, reformers 

and administrators; role of family, society and educational institutions in 

inculcating values. 

Discuss Schooling as an important agent of systematic learning and inculcator of moral 

values for a child.(250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question aims to analyse the role of School in inculcating values and systematic learning in a 
child. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the significant role played by school as an agent that ensures inculcation of 
values in a child. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly explain importance of school in child rearing in general. 
Body: 
The question is straightforward and there isn’t much to deliberate upon, straightly discuss first the 
importance of school in nurturing children. Discuss in what way schools are centres of learning and 
how they inculcate moral values. Quote examples to justify better. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction: 

Education is the architecture of the soul. Nelson Mandela said “Education is the most powerful 

weapon we can use to change the world” However it is important how it is spread and in what 

manner. Every Human takes birth as pure heart and pristine spirit/soul. But with time, desire, 

outside environment, cultural influences, insane practices make human Mephistophelian and 

eccentric. 

Body: 

In the recent days, educational institutions have ceased to be temple of values due to: 
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 Due to commercialization of education teaching has become a pure profession rather than a 

passion. 

 Success of a student is being measured only in terms of ranks and grades which is resulting loss 

of values such as integrity and discipline. Students are forced to adopt any means-moral or 

immoral to achieve good grades. For example, Bihar board examinations where mass copying 

was done. 

 It has also caused increased stress in the minds of students which has resulted in unfortunate 

events like ending the life of another student just to avoid an exam i.e. Gurugram school 

incident. 

 In order to reduce the expenditure, several schools have outsourced transport and house-

keeping to third party which lead to unauthenticated staff entering the premises. This has 

resulted in sexual assaults and rape of innocent children, especially in national capital and other 

major cities. 

 Moral vacuum created in the schools and colleges have led to incidents such as drug abuse and 

intolerance towards fellow classmates. 

 Increasing influence of social media and internet has distanced the hearts of human beings. 

Team work and compassion have been lost. Students have become insensitive to the problems 

of self and society at large thus falling prey to games like Blue-Whale challenge. 

Implications: 

 On Self: Loss of self-worth and confidence. Bad attributes like greed, jealousy, revenge, violence 

are cultivated as a result. Though one can be a successful lawyer, engineer or a doctor but one 

will remain as ethical dwarf without values. 

 On Society: School is a building with four walls with a brighter tomorrow inside. If schools fail to 

inculcate values, then future generation may be influenced by societal evils. Increase in 

intolerance, radicalization, gender discrimination and crime may be seen. 

 Trust in the educational institutions is lost. 

Role of educational institutions in value education: 

 Education in its aims, curriculum and methods is linked with values. It is through education that 

society seeks to preserve and promote its cherished values. 

 Whatever is learnt and imbibed will determine to how students will live out their lives in future. 

 Educational institutions provide a structured environment where children learn values of 

cooperation, hard work etc. 

 Punctuality, Commitment, Sincerity, Sharing, Caring, Fairness, Helping, Independence, 

Responsibility, Humility, Pride need to be inculcated in a child. 

 Lessons of Honesty, Social Justice, Sensitizing children with empathy towards vulnerable sections 

of the society. 

 Teaching Gender Equality, Respect for elders, Truthfulness, Tolerance, Peace, Love for nature & 

mankind, Positive Attitude, Spirituality, Nationalist feelings, Patriotism, Discipline etc. 

Conclusion: 

“The aim of education is the knowledge, not facts but of values.” –William Ralph. Schools and 

colleges must ensure that strong value system is in place right from the childhood through timely 

ethical education. Value education is the first step for a peaceful and happy society. 
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Discuss the role of family in inculcating values in a person. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question is very much straight forward from the static portions of the GS paper IV. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the role of family in inculcating values in a person. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Introduce by explaining what values are. 
Body: 
Discuss the role of the family in inculcating values, giving examples of both good and bad. 
Values are an individual/group’s own principles or qualities guiding their judgment and behaviour. 
They can be intrinsic like truth, courage, goodness, etc or they can be extrinsic like wealth, fame, 
physical strength, etc., and their sum-total forms the value system. 
Role of Family: 
The first institution of socialization for a person is his/her family. Since values have an affective 
component, family plays a major role in an individual subscribing to certain values. For example, a 
child can acquire courage as a value after watching his family being honest and courageous. 
However, family can impart values with negative outcomes also. A child growing up in an 
environment of power and corruption may look down on the value of honesty and value power more. 
The sustained relationships and the existing value system of the family members shape the values of 
a child and accordingly the child’s attitude towards the family, society and oneself is formed. A 
family, where good values are encouraged and bad values are discouraged, supports in forming a 
strong and desirable value system in an individual, which in turn helps in maintaining the stability of 
the society. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that though there are other factors like peer groups, educational institutions, and society at 
large, which later influence the value system of a person, it is the family which lays down a strong 
foundation of the value system of an individual. 
Introduction: 

Values are “things that have an intrinsic worth in usefulness or importance to the possessor,” or 

“principles, standards, or qualities considered worthwhile or desirable.” Values constitute an 

important aspect of self-concept and serve as guiding principles for an individual. These human 

values have the effect of bonding, comforting, reassuring and procuring serenity. 

Body: 

Role of family in developing values: 

1. Family is the first social organization that provides the immediate proximity from which the 

kid can learn his behavior. 

2. The family and society is important in developing the moral values of child. There is a close 

contact between the parents and children, which determine the personality of child. Family is the 

foundation on which values are built. 

3. Moral values like truthfulness, happiness, peace, justice are instilled in children’s thoughts, 

feelings and actions and they function as ideals and standards that govern their actions in their life. 
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4. The value system practised in the family becomes automatic to the young family members if 

they are taught moral values systematically. 

5. The family, shapes the child’s attitude towards people and society, and helps in mental 

growth in the child and supports his ambitions and values. Blissful and cheerful atmosphere in the 

family will develop the love, affection, tolerance, and generosity. 

6. A child learns his behavior by modelling what he sees around him. 

7. Family plays a major role in helping a child socialize and has great influence and bearing on 

the progress of the child. Joint family system, the presence of elders in the family plays the effective 

role in social and moral development of the children. 

8. It will also help young generation of the family to imbibe human values and eradicate their 

negative mental tendencies when they are among elders. 

9. Children identify themselves with their parents, other family elders and adopt them as their 

personal models for emulation and imitation. The behavioural problems are set correct only by the 

involvement of family in the child’s life as they spend most of their time in adolescence with the 

parents. 

Conclusion: 

Family is the foundation on which values are built. Moral values like truthfulness, happiness, peace, 

justice are instilled in children’s thoughts, feelings and actions and they function as ideals and 

standards that govern their actions in their life. 

Attitude: content, structure, function; its influence and relation with thought and 

behavior; moral and political attitudes; social influence and persuasion. 

Compare and contrast moral attitudes with political attitudes. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question is from the static portions of GS paper IV and is based on the concepts of moral 
attitudes and political attitudes. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss by differentiating and comparing the two concepts 
Directive: 
Compare and contrast – provide for a detailed comparison of the two types, their features that are 
similar as well as different. One must provide for detailed assessment of the two. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly define the two terms. 
Body: 
Moral Attitudes are attitudes of individuals towards moral issues, while political attitudes are 
attitudes of individuals towards political issues. We shall see them in detail. Attitude is about what 
you like, and morals are about (what society thinks as) right or wrong. So Moral Attitude is the 
attitude you hold towards moral issues (where society debates what is right or wrong). 
For example – what is your attitude towards Euthanasia (mercy killing)? Do you think of it as right? 
Political attitude is the attitude you hold towards political issues or ideologies. For example, what is 
your view of the reservation? It is time that India should stop giving reservations? Your attitude 
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towards reservation is a political attitude.Compare and contrast the two theories with suitable 
examples. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by reasserting the significance of the two. 
Introduction: 

Moral attitudes are grounded in moral beliefs of “Right” and “wrong” action. Moral attitudes are 

stronger than moral principles. While Political attitudes are the approaches of people to the areas of 

public life covered by political psychology such as views on nationalism, political conservatism, 

political liberalism, and political radicalism. 

Body: 

Moral attitudes encourages a person towards Altruism, volunteerism, social service. Negative impact 

of moral attitude are that person can use such attitude to defend violence behaviour and insanity 

and still society will accept it because moral attitude is a strong emotions. It motivates a person 

towards riots, massacre and terrorism. Since moral attitude is tied with strong sentiments, people do 

not get along with those who do not share their moral attitude. 

For example – what is your attitude towards Euthanasia (mercy killing)? Do you think of it as right? 

Political attitude is belief and action system that decides an action based on electoral gains. Political 

attitude on positive side can lead to showing zero tolerance toward corruption, pro-poor, welfare for 

weaker sections, listening to public grievances, but on negative side political attitude can take shape 

of regionalism, communalising public to polarise them during election. Political Philosophy is basis of 

Political party for which it stands. It is like internal constitution of party. Every political party has 

healthy and pro-people political ideology but hardly do they follow it because for electoral gains, 

political attitude of individual politicians comes into action and hence bribery, lobbying, fake 

protests, walkout, insensitive defamation on other parties and perks politics comes into play. 

For example, what is your view of the reservation? It is time that India should stop giving 

reservations? Your attitude towards reservation is a political attitude. 

Positive political attitude leads to: zero tolerance toward corruption, pro-poor, welfare for the weak, 

resolving grievances, political liberalism etc. 

Negative political attitude leads to:  regionalism, communalism, polarization, political conservatism, 

political radicalism etc. 

Conclusion: 

Moral and Political attitudes being products of socialisation through parenting, education etc these 

institutions must imbibe values in individuals which are not violent or regressive rather they must be 

oriented towards constitutional values such as liberty, equality and fraternity. 

The success of persuasion depends on three factors: source, message and target. 

Comment. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question based on the concept of Persuasion and the factors contributing it. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the significance of successful persuasion, the core components that lead to 
its successful operation. 
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Directive: 
Comment– here we have to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an 
overall opinion thereupon. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly define what Persuasion is. 
Body: 
Persuasion is a method of changing a person’s cognitions, feelings, behaviors, or general evaluations 
(attitudes) toward some object, issue, or person. Discuss the significance of four elements are present 
in all persuasion settings: (1) a source who delivers the persuasive message, (2) the message itself, 
(3) a target person or audience who receives the message (recipient), and (4) some context in which 
the message is received. Discuss the relevance of all the 4 factors and use examples to justify better. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by reasserting the significance on the factors in successful persuasion. 
Introduction: 

Persuasion is symbolic process in which communicators try to convince other people through 

transmission of a message to change their attitudes or behaviours. Persuasion is the process of 

changing or reinforcing attitudes, beliefs or behaviour of a person. 

Body: 

People respond to persuasive messages in two ways: thoughtfully and mindlessly. When people are 

in thoughtful mode, the persuasiveness of the message is determined by merits of the message. 

When people respond to messages mindlessly, their brains are locked on automatic. Persuasion is 

mainly dependent upon the attractiveness of the speakers and reaction of the listeners. Persuasion 

is exclusively related with communication, learning, awareness and thought. 

Importance of three factors: 

Source: 

1. Features of the source of the persuasive message include the credibility of the speaker and 

the physical attractiveness of the speaker. 

2. Thus, speakers who are credible, or have expertise on the topic, and who are deemed as 

trustworthy are more persuasive than less credible speakers. 

3. Similarly, more attractive speakers are more persuasive than less attractive speakers. 

4. The use of famous actors and athletes to advertise products on television and in print relies 

on this principle. 

5. The immediate and long term impact of the persuasion also depends, however, on the 

credibility of the messenger 

Message: 

1. Features of the message itself that affect persuasion include subtlety (the quality of being 

important, but not obvious); sidedness (that is, having more than one side); timing, and whether 

both sides are presented. 

2. Messages that are subtler are more persuasive than direct messages. 
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3. Arguments that occur first, such as in a debate, are more influential if messages are given 

back-to-back. 

4. However, if there is a delay after the first message, and before the audience needs to make 

a decision, the last message presented will tend to be more persuasive 

Target: 

1. Features of the audience that affect persuasion are attention, intelligence, self-esteem, and 

age. 

2. In order to be persuaded, audience members must be paying attention. 

3. People with lower intelligence are more easily persuaded than people with higher 

intelligence; whereas people with moderate self-esteem are more easily persuaded than people 

with higher or lower self-esteem. 

4. Finally, younger adults aged 18–25 are more persuadable than older adults. 

Conclusion: 

Persuasion can bring a lasting change in people’s behaviour and is highly effective in implementation 

of public policies provided the tools are used in a right way. 

Discuss the role of Social influence, peer-pressure in shaping behavior of a person. (250 

words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon publications 
Why this question: 
The question is from the static portions of GS paper IV. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the role of Social influence, peer-pressure in shaping behavior of a person. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Discuss what you understand by peer pressure. 
Body: 
Peer pressure (or social pressure) is the direct influence on people by peers, or the effect on an 
individual who gets encouraged to follow their peers by changing 
their attitudes, values or behaviors to conform to those of the influencing group or individual. This 
can result in either a positive or negative effect, or both. Discuss the effect of social pressure on 
different sections of the society – children, adolescents, young and old. Explain the positives and 
negatives of it. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that Susceptibility to social influence is associated with a host of negative outcomes during 
adolescence. However, emerging evidence implicates the role of peers and parents in adolescents’ 
positive and adaptive adjustment. 
Introduction: 

Social influence occurs when a person’s emotions, opinions, or behaviors are affected by others. 

Social influence takes many forms and can be seen in conformity, socialization, peer pressure, 
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obedience, leadership, persuasion, sales, and marketing. Peer pressure is the direct influence on 

people by peers, or the effect on an individual who gets encouraged to follow their peers by 

changing their attitudes, values or behaviors to conform to those of the influencing group or 

individual. This can result in either a positive or negative effect, or both. 

Role of Social influence in shaping behavior of a person: 

Social influence is the change in behavior that one person causes in another, intentionally or 

unintentionally. Persuasion is symbolic process in which communicators try to convince other people 

through transmission of a message to change their attitudes or behaviours. Thus, Persuasion is one 

form of social influence on attitude; in fact it represents the intersection of social thinking and social 

influence of everyday life. Growing concerns about the use of coercive and other manipulative 

psychological techniques underline the need to improve understanding of the ethics of social 

influence. 

Persuasion: 

1. Persuasion is symbolic process in which communicators try to convince other people 

through transmission of a message to change their attitudes or behaviours. 

2. Persuasion can occur through appeals to reason or appeals to emotion. For example, school-

based substance abuse prevention programs using the social influences model consistently produce 

better results than programs emphasizing only health information. 

Compliance 

1. Compliance is when an individual changes his or her behavior in response to an explicit or 

implicit request made by another person. 

2. Compliance is often referred to as an active form of social influence in that it is usually 

intentionally initiated by a person. 

3. It is also conceptualized as an external form of social influence in that its focus is a change in 

overt behavior. 

Conformity: 

1. Conformity refers to when people adjust their behaviours, attitudes, feelings, and/or beliefs 

to fit to a group norm. 

2. Conformity is generally regarded as a passive form of influence in that members of the 

group do not actively attempt to influence others. 

3. People merely observe the actions of group members and adjust their behaviours and/or 

views accordingly. The focus of conformity can be either external (overt behaviours) or internal 

(beliefs and feelings) in nature. 

4. Main factor that influences conformity is social norms. Social norms are the expected 

behaviour within a specific culture or society. 

5. Example: Treating all genders equally; Coming from a poor background, helps sensitive 

about the concerns of poor more than just studying their problems; If other officers are corrupt, 

then I it may tempt a honest officer also to be corrupt. 

Obedience: 
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1. Obedience is a change in behavior as a result of a direct command from an authority figure. 

2. Obedience is an active form of influence in that it is usually directly initiated by an authority 

figure and is typically external in that overt behaviours are generally the focus of commands. 

3. Example: Respecting elders; an employee will follow the orders of his supervisors in order to 

please them. 

Role of peer pressure in shaping behavior of a person: 

1. Friendship. Among peers one can find friendship and acceptance, and share experiences 

that can build lasting bonds. 

2. Positive examples. Peers set plenty of good examples for each other. Having peers who are 

committed to doing well in school or to doing their best in a sport can influence you to be more goal-

oriented, too. Peers who are kind and loyal influence you to build these qualities in yourself. 

3. Socializing: peer group gives you opportunities to try out new social skills. Getting to know 

lots of different people — such as classmates or teammates — gives you a chance to learn how to 

expand your circle of friends, build relationships, and work out differences. 

4. Encouragement: Peers encourage to work hard to get the solo in the concert, help to study, 

listen and support you when you’re upset or troubled, and empathize with you when they’ve 

experienced similar difficulties. 

5. New experiences. Peers might get you involved in clubs, sports, or religious groups. Your 

world would be far less rich without peers to encourage you try sushi for the first time, listen to a CD 

you’ve never heard before, or to offer moral support when you audition for the school play. 

6. There has been considerable study regarding the effects of peer pressure on children and 

adolescents, and in popular discourse the term is mostly used in the contexts of those age groups. 

For children, the common themes for study regard their abilities for independent decision making; 

for adolescents, peer pressure’s relationship with sexual intercourse and substance abuse have been 

significantly researched. 

7. Peer pressure can affect individuals of all ethnicity, genders and ages, however. Peer 

pressure has moved from strictly face-to-face interaction to digital interaction as well. 

8. Peer pressure can help you to develop empathy: When you spend time worrying about 

what everyone else things about you, then a deeper awareness of your personal feelings begins to 

develop at the same time. This process will eventually help your social skills because interacting with 

other people is the easiest way to feel what it is like to be someone else. 

9. It can help you to abandon negative habits: The best peer groups will work with you to start 

reducing the influence of your bad habits. If you are the person who is always late to events, then 

you would start to change this behavior when seeing your friends arriving on time – all of the time. 

10. Peer pressure can help you to experience different cultures: Every family teaches their 

children different values based on the desires of the parents, guardians, grandparents, and others in 

authority. There are times when your folks might want to keep you away from certain elements of 

society because it could be harmful. 

Conclusion: 
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Thus, there are many things that influence behaviour in people, whether that be their own beliefs 

and opinions or other people being around them at the time 

Discuss some of the key theories of Attitude formation. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon publications 
Why this question: 
The question is again straightforward and from the static portions of GS paper IV. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss in detail the key theories of Attitude formation. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly explain what you understand by attitude formation. 
Body: 
The body of the answer must explain – Theories of Attitude formation: 
 (1) Classical/Pavlov conditioning 
 (2) Instrumental / Operant learning 
 (2) Observational learning 
Discuss the theories in detail; explain how these theories can be applied in real life. 
Explain the significance of formation of right attitude. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by reasserting the significance of attitude formation. 
 

Introduction: 

Attitudes are evaluations people make about objects, ideas, events, or other people. Attitudes can 

be positive or negative. Explicit attitudes are conscious beliefs that can guide decisions and behavior. 

Implicit attitudes are unconscious beliefs that can still influence decisions and behavior. 

Example: If someone believes that smoking is unhealthy,she feels disgusted when people smoke 

around her, and avoids being in situations where people smoke. 

Nature of attitude:- 

1. Attitudes often result in and affect the behaviour or action of the people. Attitudes can lead 

to intended behaviour if there are no external interventions. 

2. Attitudes constitute a psychological phenomenon which cannot be directly observed. 

However, an attitude can be observed indirectly by observing its consequences. For example, if a 

person is very regular in his job, we may infer that he likes his job very much. 

3. Attitudes are gradually acquired over a period of time. The process of learning attitude starts 

right from childhood and continues throughout the life of a person. In the beginning the family 

members may have a greater impact on the attitude of a child. 

4. Attitudes are evaluative statements, either favourable or unfavourable. When a person says 

he likes or dislikes something or somebody, an attitude is being expressed. 

5. All people, irrespective of their status and intelligence hold attitudes. 
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6. An attitude may be unconsciously held. Most of our attitudes may be about those which we 

are not clearly aware. Prejudice furnishes a good example. 

Theories of Attitude formation: 

CLASSICAL CONDITIONING: 

Classical conditioning is a form of attitude whereby a conditioned stimulus becomes associated with 

an unrelated unconditioned stimulus, in order to produce a behavioral response known as a 

conditioned response. 

Examples of classical conditioning abound in everyday life. Imagine you have just finished your 

lunch and you are feeling satisfied. Then you see some sweet dish served on the adjoining table. This 

signals its taste in your mouth, and triggers the secretion of saliva. You feel like eating it. This is a 

conditioned response (CR). Consumers often purchase new products that are associated with a 

favourably viewed brand name. Their favourable attitude towards the brand name is frequently the 

result of repeated satisfaction with other products produced by the same company. The brand name 

is the unconditioned stimulus that, through repetition and positive reinforcement results in a 

favourable attitude (the unconditioned response). The idea of family branding is based on this form 

of attitude learning. 

OPERANT/INSTRUMENTAL CONDITIONING: 

This type of conditioning was first investigated by B.F. Skinner. Skinner studied occurrence of 

voluntary responses when an organism operates on the environment. He called them operants. 

Operants are those behaviours or responses, which are emitted by animals and human beings 

voluntarily and are under their control. The term operant is used because the organism operates on 

the environment. Conditioning of operant behaviour is called operant conditioning. Sometimes, 

attitudes follow the purchase & consumption of a product. A consumer may purchase a brand name 

product without having a prior attitude toward it because it is the only product of its kind available. 

Further consumers also make trial purchases of new brands from product categories in which they 

have little personal involvement. If they find the purchased brand to be satisfactory they are likely to 

develop a favourable attitude towards it. 

OBSERVATIONAL LEARNING: 

Earlier this form of attitude was called imitation. Bandura and his colleagues in a series of 

experimental studies investigated observational learning in detail. In this kind of learning, human 

beings learn social behaviours, therefore, it is sometimes called social learning. In many situations 

individuals do not know how to behave. They observe others and emulate their behaviour. This form 

of learning is called modeling. 

Examples of observational learning abound in our social life. Fashion designers employ tall, pretty, 

and gracious young girls and tall, smart, and well-built young boys for popularising clothes of 

different designs and fabrics. People observe them on televised fashion shows and advertisements 

in magazines and newspapers. They imitate these models. Observing superiors and likeable persons 

and then emulating their behaviour in a novel social situation is a common experience. 

Conclusion: 

Neither the attitude nor the behavioral intent instrument, alone or together is effective in predicting 

the person’s actual behaviour if, it has not been designed carefully. Attitude is important because 

attitudes reflect past experience and shape future behaviour 
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Aptitude and foundational values for Civil Service , integrity, impartiality and non-

partisanship, objectivity, dedication to public service, empathy, tolerance and 

compassion towards the weaker sections. 

What is the difference between probity, honesty and integrity? Discuss their relevance 

to civil services. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question is from the static portions of GS paper IV on the topics of probity, honesty and integrity. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the key difference between probity, honesty and integrity and their 
relevance to civil services. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly define the three elements – probity, honesty and integrity. 
Body: 
Start by differentiating the three concepts. Integrity implies a consistent behavior, whether honest or 
not. Honesty implies being truthful (even if it is incorrect) about a subject at hand. Honesty, by 
definition, is to tell the truth and being true. Integrity is having strong moral principles based on 
honesty and to follow those principles religiously. 
Explain all the 3 concepts and differentiate them. One must use the help of illustrations/examples to 
substantiate the answer better. For example – Sir M Visvesvaraya, used to use separate candle at 
home for doing official work and doing personal work. This is integrity. You make yourself the 
witness. Probity is more from the professional point of view, being non corrupt, fair, upright etc. 
Discuss their importance to civil services. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by reasserting the significance of the three to civil servants. 
Introduction: 

Probity is “the quality or condition of having strong moral principles, integrity, good character, 

honesty, decency”. It is the act of adhering to the highest principles and ideals rather than avoiding 

corrupt or dishonest conduct. It balances service to the community against the self-interest of 

individuals. Honesty is not just about telling the truth. It’s about being real with yourself and others 

about who you are, what you want and what you need to live your most authentic life. Honesty 

promotes openness, empowers us and enables us to develop consistency in how we present the 

facts. Honesty sharpens our perception and allows us to observe everything around us with clarity. 

Integrity is the practice of synchronization of thought, words and actions. It can be correlated to 

honesty but unlike honesty it’s more a professional value. It’s related to institution. It advocates 

sacrifice of personal gains in favour of organisational objectives. 

Body: 
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Difference between Probity, honesty and Integrity: 

1. Probity entails integrity, uprightness and honesty. 

2. For Government workers and agencies, maintaining probity involves more than simply 

avoiding dishonest conduct. 

3. Probity is also considered as being incorruptible. 

4. Probity in Governance also elucidates that apart from the traditional civil service values of 

efficiency, integrity, accountability and patriotism, it is essential for civil officers to instruct and 

adopt ethical and moral values. 

5. It includes probity in public life, respect for human rights and compassion for the 

downtrodden and commitment to their welfare. 

Relevance to Civil services: 

1. To prevent unethical practices like misconduct, fraud, favouritism, criminalization of 

governance, self-centred functionaries and corruption in governance. 

2. To ensure public interest and cooperation in governance for participatory governance. It will 

bring the lost public trust back. 

3. To cater to the needs of all sections of society. So that inclusive growth is achieved. 

4. To bring in good governance (Accountability, transparency, integrity, Confidentiality etc.) 

5. To ensure the equitable and just distribution of resources. 

6. To ensure compliance of civil servants with laws, processes and codes. 

Conclusion: 

Present day civil servants need to perform multiple functions of giving suggestions to political 

representatives, addressing public grievances, institutionalization of the socio economic changes, 

delivering goods and services. Hence a value committed bureaucracy is need of hour. 

Why should impartiality and nonpartisanship be considered as foundational values? 

Analyse and Give reasons. (250 words) 
eference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question is based on the importance that impartiality and nonpartisanship carry in general and 
more specific to the civil services and administration. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the significance. 
Directive: 
Analyze – When asked to analyse, you have to examine methodically the structure or nature of the 
topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly define the two terms – impartiality and non-partisanship. 
Body: 
Explain that Impartiality and Non-partisanship both form essential foundational values for civil 
services. While impartiality ensures equality without any bias and prejudices in the general, non-
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partisanship ensures a neutral approach in politics and a solid commitment to the government. 
Discuss their relevance to public services and administration. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by with their importance. 
Introduction: 

Impartiality (also called even handedness or fair-mindedness) is a principle of justice holding that 

decisions should be based on objective criteria, rather than on the basis of bias, prejudice, or 

preferring the benefit to one person over another for improper reasons. Non-partisanship is the 

absence of any feelings arising due to a possible connection/affiliation with someone/something. 

Body: 

Importance of impartiality and non-partisanship: 

1. To uphold constitutional values – soul of our constitution lies in equality, justice, secularism 

etc. Without the Civil Servant showing in partial behaviour equality justice and secularism can never 

be issued to the citizen of India as promised by constitution. 

2. To establish rule of law – everyone regardless of their position are equal under law therefore 

prerequisite for establishing it is impartial behaviour of all in law and justice system (from police to 

judge). 

3. Build public confidence and trust for the government – impartial behaviour insurance no 

undue discrimination towards any section of the community. This results in improve confidence 

towards policymaker and implementer. It makes sure that justice will always be served no matter 

who is the perpetrator. Example- in IMX media case even former finance minister is being tried 

under Court of law. 

4. Deepening of democracy – with improve confidence in government machinery the public 

feels more enthusiastic to take part indecision making. 

5. Efficient use of resources – an impartial officer will never divert any of the available 

resources at his or her disposal in favour of anyone hence he or she will always try to use the 

resource in best possible manner to bring out maximum benefit to the nation. 

6. Bringing down inequality – impartial behaviour insurance equitable distribution of resources 

and help in bringing down the inequality present in the society and throughout the nation. 

Conclusion 

Without impartiality, first the law and justice system will break, then the whole governance system 

will get inclined towards any one section of the community. In extreme cases the absence of 

impartiality leads to fascism example – governance under Hitler was far too partial against Jews. 

Both impartiality and non-partisanship help civil servants to take rational and objective decisions and 

avoid nepotism and favoritism. The 2nd Administrative Reforms Commission and the Nolan 

Committee have upheld the two as foundational values for civil servants. 

“The virtue of integrity does not exist in isolation rather it involves several other virtues 

to supplement and complement it”, In the light of the above statement discuss in detail 

what way Integrity is not just a single trait in itself. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
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The theme of the question is the virtue of Integrity and the importance of it. 
Key demand of the question: 
The question expects one to explain how and in what ways the virtue of integrity is not a single virtue 
but one that complements and supplements many other virtues and traits. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly explain the virtue of Integrity. 
Body: 
Integrity is the practice of being honest and showing a consistent and uncompromising adherence to 
strong moral and ethical principles and values. In ethics, integrity is regarded as the honesty and 
truthfulness or accuracy of one’s actions. Explain that In ethics when discussing behavior and 
morality, an individual is said to possess the virtue of integrity if the individual’s actions are based 
upon an internally consistent framework of principles. Highlight the relation of the virtue of integrity 
with other virtues, quote examples to justify it. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by reasserting the significance of Integrity in general and to administration in particular 
with the fact that the virtue is more a key that supplements and complements many other factors. 
 

Introduction: 

Integrity is “firm adherence to a code of especially moral or artistic values.” Put another way, the 

root of integrity is about doing the right thing even when it’s not acknowledged by others, or 

convenient for you. An individual with integrity is the antidote to self-interest. 

Body: 

While the result of an individual’s integrity may change from person to person, what qualifies as 

integrity remains the same: internal consistency, a framework of principles, honesty with oneself, 

and behavior adhering to these principles. Individuals with integrity are guided by a set of core 

principles that empowers them to behave consistently to high standards. The core principles of 

integrity are virtues such as honesty, wisdom, compassion, objectivity, courage, trustworthiness, etc. 

Thus, integrity is equated with trustworthiness, steadfastness to commitments, and moral 

uprightness. 

To be a ‘Man of Integrity’, one needs to: 

1. Be courageous to be able to face personal consequences. 

2. Resist temptations and allurements to do or submit to what is against public service values. 

3. Listen and act according to one’s conscience. 

4. Be honest and consistent to core beliefs and values. 

5. Be objective and rational in approach 

Conclusion: 
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Integrity is the core component in becoming the change you want to see in the world. It’s 

emotionally, psychologically and physically healthy. It makes you a generally happier person, 

increases your odds of living longer and helps you rest at night. 

“The supreme quality for leadership is unquestionably integrity. Without it, no real success is 

possible, no matter whether it is on a section gang, a football field, in an army, or in an office.” 

-Dwight D. Eisenhower 

“With the advent of the new public administration and increasing diversity in the 

administrative field, an administrator needs to adorn both physical and mental 

aptitude. “Elaborate. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon publications 
Why this question: 
The question is based on the topic of Aptitude and essence of it to a civil servant. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the need of both physical and mental aptitude for a civil servant to be 
successful. 
Directive: 
Elaborate – Give a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the particular context. 
You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with relevant associated 
facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Define what Aptitude is; A natural/inherent talent to acquire a certain skill or ability in the future 
through appropriate training. Aptitude can be both mental as well as physical. 
Body: 
Discuss briefly the different types of aptitude. Explain the role and importance of Aptitude in Civil 
Services. Explain why physical and mental aptitude? Write about the need of having mental and 
physical aptitude for a civil servant. Illustrate with suitable case studies. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that With the role and functions of administrators having become swiftly changing and 
increasingly challenging, civil servants must be equipped with the necessary skills and capabilities to 
meet these new challenges. They must have the aptitude to master new technologies and new styles 
of functioning. They should serve as the ‘Agents of Change’ to catalyze reform initiatives. 
 

Introduction: 

Aptitude is a natural ability or innate potential to learn or acquire a skill. It is a natural tendency for 

successful learning of some specific set of skills, which can be further enhanced with adequate 

knowledge and training. It indicates aptness/suitability to succeed in a particular field. It is a natural 

talent or inborn ability that makes it easier for us to learn or do certain things/tasks. For instance, 

the ability to paint, produce music, or learn languages, ability to lead and perform administrative 

functions, etc. 

Body: 

 Importance of Aptitude and fundamental rules: 

1. Civil servants need a certain aptitude which is the amalgamation of these three aptitudes: 

intellectual, emotional and moral aptitude. 
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2. A civil servant who has the aptitude of having good negotiation skill set, ability to take quick 

and quality decisions, logical ability, reasoning etc. would be efficient. 

3. Today’s world is all about learning. Fast changes, dynamic scenarios, destabilizing situations, 

new emerging problems, quick decision making pressure situations aptitude helps as a strong value 

4. Values such as emotional intelligence, Impartiality are imperative to build an aptitude for 

civil servants. 

5. Role of a civil servant constantly changes especially considering the diverse country like 

India. Civil servants act as a connecting link between government and citizen and hence need better 

aptitude to convey government policy, goal and to deliver better results 

An administrator should have both General Mental Ability (basic thinking capacity and learning 

ability to perform any intellectual task) as well as desired value system of public administration to 

perform his duty, not only efficiently, but also effectively. 

The kinds of aptitude desired in a civil servant include: 

1. Good communication/interpersonal skills 

2. Leadership, management and organizational skills 

3. Critical thinking and listening ability 

4. Skill to effectively manage and raise resources 

5. Ability to establish collaborative networks and successful teamwork 

6. High level of professionalism 

7. Ability to think on their feet and develop innovative solutions 

8. Skill of persuasion and ability to negotiate with difficult people 

Conclusion: 

Attitude and aptitude often reinforce each other. A person lacking one is often driven to supplement 

the other. A civil servant should be high on both of these vital parameters in order to fulfill his 

mandate of public welfare. 

“Without tolerance and harmony the lasting peace of societies cannot be maintained, 

and loyalty for each other cannot be established.” Illustrate with examples. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question is based on the concept of ‘Tolerance’ in today’s times and its relevance. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the significance of tolerance as a virtue quintessential for the peaceful 
existence of our societies in the world. 
Directive: 
Illustrate – A similar instruction to ‘explain’ whereby you are asked to show the workings of 
something, making use of definite examples and statistics if appropriate to add weight to your 
explanation. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
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Define first what you understand by Tolerance. 
Body: 
Set the context of the question first by explaining that in an age where the electronic media has 
drawn us closer together into what is called a global village, its benefits will only be felt when mutual 
goodness prevails, when mutual respect and understanding prevail. Then link the above fact with 
role that practicing tolerance plays in a society. Highlight the importance of tolerance. Discuss what 
happens when there is Lack of tolerance in the society; fighting, violence, and finally it destroys the 
peace and security of society. Quote some illustrations from India or any other example to justify the 
essence of tolerance. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that without tolerance and harmony the lasting peace of societies cannot be maintained. 
Introduction: 

According to Neufeldt, Tolerance is recognizing and respecting other’s beliefs and practices without 

sharing in them. It can also be described as “a respect, acceptance and appreciation of the rich 

diversity of our world’s cultures, our forms of expressions (speech, religion etc.) and ways of being 

human. Tolerance is harmony in difference” If we consider tolerance as the midpoint on a spectrum 

ranging between prohibition at one end to acceptance at the other: 

  

Prohibition———————-Tolerance———————-Acceptance 

Harmony is when there is resonance and joy, celebration and sharing with other entities in peace. 

Body: 

The importance of tolerance and harmony is manifold. 

 Individual level 

o Tolerance and Harmony teaches one to be respect others and not impose our will on 

others. 

o It helps us to broaden our perspective and thinking. 

o Eg. A certain food may be religiously proscribed for an individual, but it may be part of 

someone’s culture. Acceptance and respecting other’s views is developed due to 

tolerance. 

 Societal level 

o Tolerance and Harmony is vital because it promotes the receiving or acknowledging of 

new ideas and this helps to break the status quo mentality. 

o Tolerance is particularly needed in large and complex societies comprising people with 

varied beliefs, as in India. 

o This is because readiness to tolerate views other than one’s own facilitates harmonious 

coexistence. 

o Tolerance respects context. 

o Eg. Tolerance towards various linguistic groups have cemented India’s unity whereas its 

absence led to division of Pakistan and civil war in Sri Lanka. 

 Government level 

o Helps increase its legitimacy and inspire confidence even among the dissidents. 

o Eg. The accommodative policies of Patel and Nehru has helped shape India into a 

political union that it is today. 
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o Toleration promotes the free exchange of ideas, including criticism and debate of public 

policy in the interest of the people. 

 International relations 

o Tolerance is the virtue that makes peace possible and in turn security of nations and 

neighbours. 

o Eg.: The global initiatives like WTO are a result of Vigorous deliberation of disagreement 

and moral evaluation. Issues such as refugee crisis can be solved as a result of tolerance. 

o Tolerance provides the space for a culture of dialogue, where we can all benefit. 

Conclusion: 

The spirit of tolerance and harmony is not only an interesting feature of Indian society from very 

early times, but it is also playing an important part at the present. Being tolerant of each other and 

caring for each other is what makes us human.  By teaching tolerance and harmony, we allow 

individuality and diversity while promoting peace and a civil society.  Our success in the struggle of 

intolerance depends on the effort we make to educate ourselves and our children. 

Compare and contrast the concept of ‘Empathy’ as practiced in the western societies 

with that our society. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question aims to compare the idea of Empathy as practiced by Indian society and in what way it 
differs from the notion in that of the western societies. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must compare and contrast the concept of ‘Empathy’ as practiced in the western 
societies with that our society. 
Directive: 
Compare and contrast – provide for a detailed comparison of the two types, their features that are 
similar as well as different. One must provide for detailed assessment of the two. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly first define what Empathy is. 
Body: 
Discuss the notion of empathy of the western society; explain that Western societies believe man is a 
rational animal to substantiate – Nolan committee doesn’t list ’empathy’ in its recommendations. On 
the contrary Indian society believes Man to be an emotional man; thus need of Empathy- the belief 
that Empathy helps us understand others’ emotion, therefore empathy required to increase your 
emotional intelligence. Substantiate the above notions and other significant differences and 
similarities with suitable examples to justify better. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by reasserting the significance of Empathy and objectivity in general to all the societies of 
the world. 
Introduction: 

Empathy is the ability to be aware of, understand, and appreciate the feelings and thoughts of 

others. Empathy is “tuning in” (being sensitive) to what, how, and why people feel and think the way 

they do. Being empathic means being able to “emotionally read” other people. 

Body: 

Indian society has collectivist culture whereas Western societies have individualist culture. For 

instance, In India, empathy as value is imparted to child a lesson by family which is an institution by 
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itself and a typical symbol of the collectivist culture of India right from the ancient times. 

Collectivism involves seeing oneself as being part of a larger, interconnected group of familial and 

other close relationships, with a priority on fitting in with others and maintaining harmony. 

Individualism involves seeing oneself as distinct and separate from others, with a priority on 

showcasing one’s uniqueness and valuing self-expression. Empathy is a morally laden topic. In Indian 

culture, it might be important to demonstrate that one is morally good. In others it might be more 

important to measure one’s “real” nature—regardless of how “good” that nature is. 

Conclusion: 

While empathy might fail sometimes, most people are able to empathize with others in a variety of 

situations. This ability to see things from another person’s perspective and sympathize with 

another’s emotions plays an important role in our social lives. Empathy allows us to understand 

others and, quite often, compels us to take action to relieve another person’s suffering. 

State the defining characteristics of Empathy, sympathy and compassion. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question is from the static portions of GS paper IV and aims to define the chief characteristics of 
the virtues of Empathy, sympathy and compassion. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must define, compare and contrast the three elements of Empathy, sympathy and 
compassion in detail. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Define first – Empathy, sympathy and compassion in general. 
Body: 
Compare and contrast the three terms – Empathy is often confused with sympathy, pity and 
compassion, which are merely recognition of another person’s distress. Sympathy typically implies 
that the suffering person does not “deserve” what has happened to him or her and is powerless to do 
anything about it. Empathy is a skilled response, while sympathy is reactive responses, which is why 
developing the skill of empathy is a more realistic goal for public services. Empathy does include 
elements of sympathy and compassion, but it also carries pertinent connotations that both sympathy 
and compassion lack. Empathy seems to suggest a response to situations whose features are more 
subtle, imperceptible and complex which require cognitive skills to perceive, share, understand and 
put into action. Define the key characteristics of each and substantiate the same with suitable 
examples. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by reasserting the significance of each one in practicing ethics. 
 

Introduction: 

Sympathy, empathy and Compassion are separate terms with some very important distinctions. 

Empathy means that you feel what a person is feeling. Sympathy means you can understand what 

the person is feeling. Compassion is the willingness to relieve the suffering of another. 

Body: 

Sympathy: 

1. Sympathy refers to acknowledging another person’s emotional hardships and providing 

comfort and assurance. Sympathy is when you are able to understand what the person is feeling. 
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2. For example, if someone’s father has passed away, you may not be able to viscerally feel 

that person’s pain. However, you can employ your cognitive skills to understand that your friend is 

sad. 

3. It makes sense, then, to send sympathy cards when you understand that someone is 

suffering. You are not feeling that person’s pain, but you want them to know you are aware of their 

suffering. 

Empathy: 

1. Empathy refers to understanding what others are feeling. This may be because we ourselves 

have felt so or we can put ourselves in their shoes. It is viscerally feeling what another feels. 

Empathy may arise automatically when you witness someone in pain. 

2. For example, if you saw me slam a car door on my fingers, you may feel pain in your fingers 

as well. That feeling means your mirror neurons have kicked in. 

3. Empathy isn’t just for unpleasant feelings. You can feel empathy when you see someone 

happy, too. 

Compassion: 

1. Compassion takes empathy and sympathy a step further. When you are compassionate, you 

feel the pain of another (i.e., empathy) or you recognize that the person is in pain (i.e., sympathy), 

and then you do your best to alleviate the person’s suffering from that situation. Thus, the emphasis 

here is on action and wanting to help. 

2. When you’re compassionate, you’re not running away from suffering, you’re not feeling 

overwhelmed by suffering, and you’re not pretending the suffering doesn’t exist. When you are 

practicing compassion, you can stay present with suffering. 

3. For example, has anyone ever truly listened to you as you share a problem? This person 

listened without trying to fix your problem, and this person wasn’t relating it back to his/her own life 

or emotions. He/she listened without judgment. 

4. An important distinction between feeling empathy and compassion is how they can affect 

your overall well-being. If you are frequently feeling the pain of another, you may experience 

overwhelm or burnout. This is a common problem for caregivers and health care providers, and it’s 

been labelled “empathy fatigue.” 

Conclusion: 

A public servant must possess all the three qualities depending on situation. Public servants are 

meant to serve and this requires developing a humanistic outlook and to go out-of-the way. These 

qualities ensure that the public servants act sensitively and interpret the rules so as to advance 

public interest. This is all the more important in a country like India where most the citizens are not 

aware of their rights and obligations owing to their socio-economic conditions rather than out of 

ignorance. In their absence, the administration will become mechanistic, rigid and ineffective. 

”The methods of Ethics are continuous with those of empirical science”, elaborate by 

emphasizing the essence of objectivity in Ethics. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
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The question is based on the principle of objectivity applied to ethics and its significance. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the importance of objectivity and in what way the methods of Ethics are 
continuous with those of empirical science. 
Directive: 
Elaborate – Give a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the particular context. 
You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with relevant associated 
facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
State what objectivity in ethics refers to. 
Body: 
Objectivity means the state or quality of being true and keeping aside one’s emotions, biases, 
prejudices. Objectivity is mind independent and object specific. Explain why it is often acclaimed as 
use of rational, logical or scientific means of arriving at a decision, rather than relying on ad-hoc or a 
partisan approach. Define its relations with ethical decision making; explain in what way one can 
draw parallels with empirical science. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with essence of objectivity to ethics and its application. 
 

Introduction: 

Objectivity is a central philosophical concept, related to reality and truth, which has been variously 

defined by sources. Generally, objectivity means the state or quality of being true even outside of a 

subject‘s individual biases, interpretations, feelings, and imaginings. A proposition is generally 

considered objectively true when its truth conditions are met without biases caused by feelings, 

ideas, and opinions (mind-independent). 

Body: 

Essence of objectivity in Ethics: 

1. It allows for the consideration of merit, with regard to personnel, as well as decisional 

alternatives. 

2. It helps in promoting efficiency as well as effectiveness in the provision of services. 

3. It acts as a counter-weight against tendencies towards corruption and fraud. 

4. Most importantly, it helps in arriving at morally and ethically acceptable decisions, on the 

basis a given situation. 

Relevance of Objectivity in Public Services: 

1. Objectivity will help civil servants to be non-partisan, impartial and more service oriented. 

2. For example, District collector in making appointments needs to give priority to merit rather 

than other factors like the caste or background of the caste. 

3. It also contributes in rational merit based decision makings in day to day work of them. Ex. 

Team work, solving emergency issues like riotous situation. 

4. Being objective ensures that work of civil servant becomes fair, transparent and visionary 

above all narrow considerations of kinship, nepotism, favoritism. 
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5. It also plays a big role in reducing menace of corruption from the system. 

6. It is regarded as one of the foundational values for civil servant as she enjoys much 

discretionary powers, is in charge of public funds and has responsibility of welfare of lakhs of people 

especially from weaker section of society. 

7. Objectivity ensures the utmost use of these powers. 

Conclusion: 

In public life, objectivity as a value must strive for in all interaction but at many times being objective 

become difficult. Fairness as a value closest to objectivity can be practiced which progressively leads 

to objectivity. 
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Emotional intelligence-concepts, and their utilities and application in 

administration and governance. 

Discuss the power of Emotional Intelligence on Good Governance. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
Based on Emotional Intelligence (EI), the concept that has come to be regarded as the new science of 
success, the question aims to ascertain the value of it to Good governance. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the significance of EI to Good Governance. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly define both EI and Good Governance. 
Body: 
The answer must bring out the relevance of novel concept of Emotional intelligence as brought out by 
Daniel Goleman to the aspects of Good governance. Explain what the constituents of Good 
Governance are. Explain the statement of the question – In many places and countries, corruption is 
characterized by conflicts of interest, nepotism, and cronyism, favoritism, stealing and blackmail, 
among other major factors militating against good governance. When an individual public officer is 
influenced or capable of being influenced by personal considerations against the wider interest of the 
state it will negatively affect performance in the public interest, Thus comes the role of emotional 
intelligence. Explain the benefits of emotional intelligence; one can use a case study/example to 
justify better. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by reasserting the power of Emotional Intelligence on Good Governance. 
Introduction: 

Good governance is epitomized by predictable, open and enlightened policy making, i.e. transparent 

processes, a bureaucracy imbued with professional ethos, an executive arm of government 

accountable for its actions, and a strong civil society participating in public affairs and behaving 

under the rule of law. 

Emotional intelligence is the index of competencies such as transparency, integrity, accountability, 

empathy, collaboration, humility, among other variables necessary for introducing and sustaining 

good governance. 

Body: 

Emotional intelligence (EI) is the ability to sense, gauge and utilise emotion in our day to day 

function. Together with IQ, EI is a vital determinant of individual success. In governance function, 

where human interface is maximum, EI play a deciding factor in determining the individual success. 

 Intrapersonal level: 

o EI leads to self-awareness i.e. recognition of own emotions; and Self-management i.e. 

handling of our emotions so that they don’t interfere in discharge of duty. 
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o This intrapersonal realisation and control is utmost to maintain neutrality, anonymity 

and fairness of public services. 

o Simultaneously it inculcates flexibility, adaptability and high self-regard. 

 Interpersonal level: 

o EI helps us to understand the emotional state of beneficiaries of governance. 

o Knowing their emotional state is necessary to mould their emotions into desired state 

that is necessary to get job done. 

o This way, an administrator is able to inspire the shared vision and maximize public 

involvement. 

 Decision making process: 

o A compassionate administrator will develop schemes that have far greater chance of 

succeeding. 

o The judgement will have high moral values. 

o Administrator’s ability to manage interpersonal relations will be higher. 

Conclusion: 

Hence, in a social system where people matters, EI is utmost important for a good 

governance. 

Discuss the role of emotional intelligence in conflict handling with suitable examples. 

(250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question is based on the theme of Emotional Intelligence; from the static portions of the GS 
paper IV. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the role of emotional intelligence in conflict handling with suitable 
examples. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly define what emotional intelligence is. 
Body: 
Emotional Intelligence is the ability to “Recognize, understand and manage our own emotions 
Recognize, understand and influence the emotions of others In practical terms, this means being 
aware that emotions can drive our behavior and impact people (positively and negatively), and 
learning how to manage those emotions — both our own and others — especially when we are under 
pressure.” Explain then that whenever individuals interact, such as employees within a project team 
or managers during a negotiation, interpersonal conflicts are possible. State that while emotional 
intelligence is related to the recognition and controlling of own and others’ emotions it may play a 
significant role in lowering Interpersonal conflict, as emotional intelligent employees are able to 
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regulate their emotions and use their ability to reduce conflict and maybe even solve conflict. Now 
relate and reason in what way EI can aid in handling conflicts. Use case study/any day to day 
example to substantiate the same. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that Emotional intelligence plays an important role in conflict Handling as constructive 
solutions for conflict may require compromises that are based on the ability to recognize and 
regulate emotions. 
 

Introduction: 

Emotional intelligence or EI is the ability to understand and manage your own emotions, and those 

of the people around you. Emotional intelligence is the ability to perceive emotions, to access and 

generate emotions so as to assist thought, to understand emotions and emotional knowledge, and 

to reflectively regulate emotions so as to promote emotional and intellectual growth. 

Body: 

Consider a case where there is mob protest and violence. 

Importance of EI during mob protests and violence: 

1. Social responsibility: When a leader cares about others, he is not a centre of attention and 

keeps everyone in the loop by making their intentions known. 

2. Stress tolerance: To stay focused, stress should be managed and it involves own reactions to 

stress or the reactions of others to the stress. Employees with high EQs are more likely to listen, 

reflect, and respond to constructive criticism 

3. Impulse control: Independent people evaluate the alternatives and initiate the work by 

taking appropriate action by executing the right options. People who manage their impulses avoid 

being distracted and losing control of the situation. Emotionally intelligent employees are more 

likely to keep their cool under pressure 

4. Optimism: Optimistic people have a target that they’re aiming toward. These people are 

confident in their ability to carry out the required actions and meet the target by looking for 

successful solutions to problems. 

5. Negotiation: For being able to empathize and be creative in finding win-win solutions will 

consistently pay off to all the stakeholders involved. 

Conclusion: 

Governance in modern times is becoming increasing complex with affective components of 

behaviour having a major role to play. Intelligence quotient alone can’t solve majority of problems 

an administrator faces, use of emotional intelligence is a must for better public service delivery as 

well as redressal. 

Discuss the concepts of emotional intelligence. How will you apply emotional 

intelligence in administrative practices? (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question is based on the theme of Emotional Intelligence; from the static portions of the GS 
paper IV. 
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Key demand of the question: 
The answer is pretty much straight forward and should discuss the concepts of EI and its applications 
in administrative practices. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Introduction should mention the essence of EI in one’s own word. Furnish example to bring clarity. 
Discuss the concept. 
Body: 
Discuss about practical aspects of applying Emotional Intelligence in administration and the reasons 
for it rather than defining what an Emotional Intelligence is (here)? We need practical aspect i.e. 
application part. Move onto bring the modern concept on the ways of applying Emotional 
Intelligence in order to bring effectiveness and efficiency in administration. Then explain various ways 
and methods in applying EI in administrative practices like self-awareness, self-management, social 
awareness and relationship management etc. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that by applying Emotional Intelligence, effectiveness and efficiency in administration and 
relationship can be brought.  
 

Introduction: 

Emotional intelligence or EI is the ability to understand and manage your own emotions, and those 

of the people around you. Emotional intelligence is the ability to perceive emotions, to access and 

generate emotions so as to assist thought, to understand emotions and emotional knowledge, and 

to reflectively regulate emotions so as to promote emotional and intellectual growth. 

Body: 

According to Daniel Goleman, an American psychologist who helped to popularize emotional 

intelligence, there are five key elements to it: 

Self-awareness: 

 The ability to recognize and understand personal moods and emotions and drives, as well as 

their effect on others. 

 Hallmarks of self-awareness include self-confidence, realistic self-assessment, and a self-

deprecating sense of humour. 

 Emotional awareness: This deals with knowledge of one’s emotions and their effects. People 

having this competency are more aware of their feelings and performance. 

 Accurate self-assessment: This involves being aware of one’s strengths and weaknesses. One is 

open to feedbacks, new viewpoints, etc. 

 Self-confidence: This relates to complete affirmation of one’s worth and abilities. They are 

usually more confident and are able to make sound decisions despite any uncertainties or 

pressures 

Self-management: 
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 Ability to control or redirect disruptive impulses and moods, and the propensity to suspend 

judgment and to think before acting. Hallmarks include trustworthiness and integrity; comfort 

with ambiguity; and openness to change. 

 Adaptability: This involves flexible attitude towards change. People with this competency find it 

easy to handle changing routines, multiple roles and even shifting priorities. 

 Innovativeness: This involves getting easy with and open to new information and ideas. People 

who possess this are able to gather new ideas from multiple sources, set challenging roles and 

are able to take calculated risks. They evolve original solutions to various problems. 

Social Awareness: 

 The ability to understand the emotional makeup of other people. A skill in treating people 

according to their emotional reactions. 

 Empathy does not necessarily imply compassion. Empathy can be ‘used’ for compassionate or 

cruel behaviour. Serial killers who marry and kill many partners in a row tend to have great 

emphatic skills. 

 A passion to work for internal reasons that go beyond money and status -which are external 

rewards, – such as an inner vision of what is important in life, a joy in doing something, curiosity 

in learning, a flow that comes with being immersed in an activity 

Relationship management: 

1. Proficiency in managing relationships and building networks, and an ability to find common 

ground and build rapport. 

2. Hallmarks of social skills include effectiveness in leading change, persuasiveness, and 

expertise building and leading teams. 

Application of emotional intelligence in administrative practices: 

Emotional intelligence in administration can be used for the following ways: 

 Appraising emotions arising from situations: 

o Using emotions for reason based decisions and policy making. 

o Identifying emotions in faces, voices, postures, and other content during public 

management activities. 

 Recruitment: 

o EQ measurement is invaluable in selecting and recruiting high performance workers. 

 Predicting performance: 

o Some companies are blending IQ testing with scientific measurement of EQ to predict 

job performance and direct workers to jobs where they are most likely to succeed. 

 Negotiation: 

o Whether you’re dealing with a trading partner, competitor, customer or colleague, being 

able to empathize and be creative in finding win-win solutions will consistently pay off 

 Performance management: 
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o 360-degree feedback is a common tool for assessing EQ. Knowing how your self-

perception compares with others’ views about your performance provides focus for 

career development and positive behavioural changes 

 Peer relationships: 

o Good networking skills are a staple of job effectiveness for the average worker. 

Networking has too often been associated with “using” other people, but a heightened 

EQ ensures a mutually beneficial approach to others. 

 Social responsibility: 

o When a leader cares about others, he is not a centre of attention and keeps everyone in 

the loop by making their intentions known. 

 Stress tolerance: 

o To stay focused, stress should be managed and it involves own reactions to stress or the 

reactions of others to the stress. 

 Impulse control: 

o Independent people evaluate the alternatives and initiate the work by taking 

appropriate action by executing the right options. People who manage their impulses 

avoid being distracted and losing control of the situation. 

 Optimism: 

o Optimistic people have a target that they’re aiming toward. These people are confident 

in their ability to carry out the required actions and meet the target by looking for 

successful solutions to problems. 

 

Contributions of moral thinkers and philosophers from India and world. 

“Gandhi’s martyrdom was his final sacrifice in his Altar for Hindu-Muslim harmony. 

“Elucidate. (250 words) 
Reference: Indian Express 
Why this question: 
The question is based on the philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi and the sacrifices he made to ensure 
Hindu-Muslim harmony. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the contributions of Mahatma Gandhi to the Hindu-Muslim harmony of the 
country. 
Directive: 
Elucidate – Give a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the particular context. 
You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with relevant associated 
facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Explain Gandhi’s strong belief in – “To be ready even to lay down one’s life for true welfare”. 
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Body: 
The article discusses in detail the Gandhian philosophy and the essence of it. One should take cues 
and explain the significance of such life lessons in preserving the religious harmony of the country. 
Quote situations where Gandhi applied these principles and highlight the significance. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by reasserting the significance of such key philosophy. 
Introduction: 

Gandhi’s conception of religion is primarily concerned with spiritual development.  It is essential not 

only for the countries practicing religious pluralism but also for the re-education of the human race. 

His idea on religion and world endorses the view of the political philosopher Thomas Paine who 

considered the world as his country, all mankind are his brethren and to do good is his religion. 

Body: 

Gandhiji’s ideas of religious harmony: 

 For Mahatma Gandhi, in the same way as for Ghaffar Khan and Maulana Azad, the real challenge 

was to ensure that the secular public sphere could uphold the constitutional rights for all 

religious minorities. 

 Through his “soft reading" of the Hindu scriptures, as also the texts of Christianity and Islam, 

Gandhi found a clarion call for active non-violence in all these religions.  

 As such, he thought faith can only push a person, be that a Christian, a Jew or a Muslim, to 

promote peace and non-violent social change.  

 For him, the basic principles of religions were not just pious ideals, but actual laws of action in 

the world. 

 He pointed out that selfish priests, Brahmins, and mullahs had distorted the teaching of 

Christianity and other religions, and misled the people. 

 All religions held soul force to be superior to brute force. There is no room in religion for 

anything other than compassion.  

 A man of religion will not wish ill even to his enemy. Therefore, if people want to follow the path 

of religion, they must do nothing but good. 

 Like Rabindranath Tagore, Gandhi’s religion was not confined to temples, churches, books, and 

other such outer forms. Gandhi was convinced that a mere doctrinaire approach in the field of 

religion does not help to create inter-religious fellowship.  

 Dogmatic religions do not help promote creative dialogue. Dogmas tend to directly or indirectly 

breed an attitude of dislike towards other religions.  

 Mahatma Gandhi’s mission was to find a common ground based on non-violence among 

religions. 

 Disheartened by the “us-and-them" divisions and mutual disregard between the Muslims and 

the Hindus, Gandhi engaged in an open dialogue with Islam and the Muslims.  

 He never accepted the argument that Hindus and Muslims constituted two separate elements in 

Indian society. 
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 In Gandhian conception, oneness is attained by accepting all radical others as equally significant 

because they variously manifest one Supreme Being.  

 Thus, to tolerate is to refrain from interfering in the life of others not despite our hatred for 

them, but because we love them as alternative manifestations of our own selves or because we 

deeply care for some basic norm common to all of us. 

Conclusion: 

Gandhi’s religious vision encouraged multiple attachments, multiple belongings, and multiple 

religious identities. It’s time to challenge the idea of religion as a monolith and follow Gandhi who 

encouraged multiple religious attachments 

The Gandhian philosophy of ‘enemylessness’ are often the roots of Moral courage and 

conviction. Comment. (250 words) 
Reference: Indian Express 
Why this question: 
The Author in the article highlights the irony that at a time when we are celebrating Gandhi’s 150th 
birth anniversary, the campuses of higher education have witnessed an escalation of violence and 
conflicts and in what way Gandhian philosophy in particular, is immensely helpful in such a time of 
polarization. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the significance Gandhian philosophy of ‘enemylessness’ and how it 
contributes to Moral courage and conviction. 
Directive: 
Comment– here we have to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an 
overall opinion thereupon. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly explain what it meant for Mahatma Gandhi to be ‘enemyless’. 
Body: 
Explain how Gandhi believed in the fact that – A touch of forgiveness, a few gentle words of affection 
and empathy, and an undying belief in communication with compassion with the others can make a 
huge difference. Apply this philosophy to today’s times and situations like the violence and outrages 
happening at the college campuses and ascertain the significance. Define moral courage and 
conviction; establish how these are related to the Gandhian understanding of ‘enemylessness’. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by reasserting the significance of the contributions of such great leaders. 
Introduction: 

Gandhian philosophy of enemylessness refers to the state where anger, hatred and hierarchy 

dissolve to create a more compassionate ecosystem of living. 

Body: 

Enemylessness is the root of moral courage and conviction: 

 The “enemylessness” of Gandhi offers enormous possibilities for individuals in these turbulent 

times. 

 A touch of forgiveness, a few gentle words of affection and empathy, and an undying belief in 

communication with compassion can make a huge difference in society. 
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 Once enemyless, it provides a landscape of a society which is tolerant of diverse ideologies and 

political philosophies. 

 It helps one to engage and reach out to people who carry contrary opinions with warmth and 

gentleness and not with arrogant epistemic violence 

Lessons of enemylessness from life of Gandhiji: 

Gandhi was not about binaries. He was for the rural, but not against the urban. He was for the poor, 

but not against the rich. In Gandhi, there was no notion of an enemy or the other. He transcended 

these mundane binaries by taking a more universal-humanistic view of the pragmatic and egotist 

considerations of his time. Many think, for example, that Gandhi was against modern technology. 

That he extolled the virtues of “tradition”. This is where people miss the larger point. In Hind Swaraj, 

he does indeed argue against the dominance of technology. But that was not to dismiss the humane 

use of technology. He was critiquing the overbearing dominance of technology in organising human 

life, which would make humans slaves of technology. 

Conclusion: 

        Thus, enemylessness helps in building a peaceful and friendly society. 

Analyse John Rawls’s concept of social justice in the Indian context. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon publications 
Why this question: 
The question has been asked in 2016 Civil services examination conducted by UPSC. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must analyse in detail the concept of social Justice as propounded by John Rawls.   
Directive: 
Analyze – When asked to analyse, you have to examine methodically the structure or nature of the 
topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly explain in what way the theory attempts to solve the problem of distributive justice. 
Body: 
Start by highlighting the basic premise of the theory. Explain the fact that Rawls derives two 
principles of Justice: the liberty principle and the difference principle. Elucidate upon the concept in 
detail. Highlight the application of the theory using suitable illustrations to enhance the quality of 
your answer. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by reasserting the significance of the theory and its usability even in today’s time. 
 

Introduction: 

John Rawl’s concept of social justice gives emphasis to fairness, it must be fair to all, to the most 

talented as well as the most disadvantage section. 

       Body: 

    Rawl’s proposes a thought experiment where the individual is behind the ‘veil of ignorance’. He 

assumes humans as rational negotiators unaware of others talents. He concludes that the nature of 

society to be established would give priority to the following in lexical order. 

1. Maximum Personal liberty 
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2. Equality of opportunity 

3. Difference principle 

Rawl’s believes that humans would incorporate the difference principle for the benefit of 

disadvantaged section for the fear that he might fall in the category of least advantaged. 

        In the Indian context the positive discrimination in favour of certain disadvantaged sections can 

be considered as the incorporation of the third principle of Rawl. 

This concept in India context finds following applications 

 Reservation Issue: That whether demand some high castes to get reservation is valid or not. We 

can also look any amendment in present reservation policy according to it. 

 Environment to maintain balance between biodiversity and development. For example, increase 

in area of eco-sensitive zones. 

 Economy issues like increase in FDI, monetary policy or even present demonetization issue can 

be examined though spectrum Rawls’concept. 

 Traditions: We can also examine and introspect various traditional practices and customs like 

Jallikattu, entry of women in certain temples or religious places etc. 

Conclusion: 

In India too we have given maximum liberty and equality of opportunity for free enterprise. 

However, we have provided a slew of welfare programmes as a safety net for the disadvantaged 

sections to protect them. Moreover, the Indian constitution has provided for reservation to equalize 

the differences, and attempted to undo the historic injustices meted out to certain communities. 

The constitution has favoured to establish an egalitarian society instead a meritocratic society. 

Socrates is regarded as the founder of Moral Philosophy, Discuss the contributions of 

his moral heroism. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question is based on the topic of Contributions of moral thinkers and philosophers from India and 
world. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the contributions of Socrates as a moral hero, his efforts and influences to 
moral philosophy. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly explain the philosophy propounded by Socrates. 
Body: 
Socrates believed that philosophy should achieve practical results for the greater well-being of 
society. He attempted to establish an ethical system based on human reason rather than theological 
doctrine. Socrates pointed out that human choice was motivated by the desire for happiness. 
Explain what did Socrates believe about morality? 
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Socrates equated knowledge with virtue, which ultimately leads to ethical conduct. He believed that 
the only life worth living was one that was rigorously examined. He looked for principles and actions 
that were worth living by, creating an ethical base upon which decisions should be made. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by reasserting the significance of his philosophy. 
 

Introduction: 

Socrates is considered as the father of modern Western philosophy. Socrates lived in an era which is 

called Golden Age of Athens. He was the first systematic moral thinker, who led an exemplary life 

spending most of his time in philosophical discussion. He questioned people on philosophical issues, 

especially about the nature of the good life which became famous as the “Socratian method of 

Inquiry”. 

Body: 

 Socrates was a man unlike no other before him, not only as a philosopher but as a moral hero –the 

moral hero. His trial and death have created a halo of moral heroism around him. He has been put 

on the same pedestal as Jesus, Galileo, and Sir Thomas More. He himself did not write anything. But 

he taught the youth to never accept any truth without enquiry. His contributions to the ethics and 

moral philosophy are 

 Inquiry: 

o Socrates’ ethical intellectualism has an eudaemological character. 

o Socrates was put on trial and found guilty of “corrupting the youth” of Athens by asking 

them to question authority. 

o He believed deeply that people should inquire and ask questions, even about things 

that everyone takes for granted. 

o Socrates presupposes reason is essential for the good life. 

 Dialogue: 

o For investigation into defining the virtues and ethical behaviour, Socrates believed that 

the best way was “dialogue” that is – meaningful conversations with people on ideas like 

justice, righteousness and virtue. 

o This method of long conversations is called “dialectic”. 

o It was the dialogue which influenced the students and youth of Athens and formed 

the basis of modern philosophy, science, ethics, social theory and other fields. 

 Human Realm: 

o Before Socrates, philosophy was primarily focussed on questions of metaphysics, 

religion or science. 

o Socrates was the first person who gave a practical and political focus to the philosophy 

and ethics. 

o He asserted that Human realm was the proper focus of philosophical inquiry. 

 Virtue: 

o Socrates equated knowledge with virtue, which ultimately leads to ethical conduct. 

o Socratic Method focuses on moral education, on how one ought to live. 

o His views believe that only life worth living was one that was rigorously examined. 

o To him, knowledge of the good was almost akin to an enlightened state. 

o Self-knowledge is a sufficient condition to the good life. If knowledge can be learned, so 

can virtue. Thus, Socrates stated virtue can be taught. 
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 Socrates states no one chooses evil; no one chooses to act in ignorance. But lack of knowledge 

leads to ignorance. 

 “Better to Suffer an Injustice than to Commit One”: Committing an injustice corrupts one’s soul, 

and therefore committing injustice is the worst thing a person can do to himself. This quality was 

evident in Mahatma Gandhi. He never supported violence even after several jail terms during 

colonial period. 

 Unjust acts signify improper behaviour towards others. To quote his examples, it is unjust to rob 

temples, betray friends, steal, break oaths, commit adultery, and mistreat parents. Socrates 

opposes wrong doing even when his life is at stake. His friends arrange for his escape from 

prison so that he can evade the death penalty. Socrates declines their offer saying that it would 

be unjust to do so. He says that we should not act wrongly or unjustly, even when others are 

unjust to us. 

 Socrates shows an admirable moral heroism by refusing to abandon his principles and by 

refusing to escape death through immoral means. 

Conclusion: 

Socrates, thus was a pragmatic thinker who accepted things only after a thorough investigation. 

Socratic Method can be used to inculcate value ethics among children and young via education. The 

great example of the trial and death of Socrates demonstrates the close connection between his 

character and his philosophy. 

Discuss the Aquinas’s doctrine of double effect and elucidate upon some of the major 

criticisms of natural law ethics. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications   
Why this question: 
The question is based on the topic of Contributions of moral thinkers and philosophers from India and 
world. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the contributions of Aquinas’s doctrine of double effect and elucidate upon 
some of the major criticisms of natural law ethics. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly explain the theory propounded by St. Thomas Aquinas. 
Body: 
St. Thomas Aquinas propounded the ethical theory of natural law – what is good is what fulfills the 
natural (divine) purpose, and what hinders it is bad. Discuss the practical ethical positions, Aquinas’s 
doctrine of double effect; Doctrine of double effect. This doctrine says that if doing something 
morally good has a morally bad side-effect; it’s ethically ok to do it providing the bad side-effect 
wasn’t intended. End with criticisms of natural law ethics. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with relevance of the theory though it is accompanied with flaws. 
Introduction: 

Thomas Aquinas is credited with introducing the principle of double effect in his discussion of the 

permissibility of self-defence in the Summa Theologica. Thomas Aquinas’s ethical theory involves 
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both principles – rules about how to act – and virtues – personality traits which are taken to be good 

or moral to have. The relative importance of the two aspects is debated. 

Body: 

The doctrine (or principle) of double effect 

 It is often invoked to explain the permissibility of an action that causes a serious harm, such as 

the death of a human being, as a side effect of promoting some good end. 

 According to the principle of double effect, sometimes it is permissible to cause a harm as a side 

effect (or “double effect”) of bringing about a good result even though it would not be 

permissible to cause such a harm as a means to bringing about the same good end. 

 This principle aims to provide specific guidelines for determining when it is morally permissible 

to perform an action in pursuit of a good end in full knowledge that the action will also bring 

about bad results. 

 The principle of double effect, once largely confined to discussions by Catholic moral 

theologians, in recent years has figured prominently in the discussion of both ethical theory and 

applied ethics by a broad range of contemporary philosophers. 

Criticisms: 

 Many criticisms of the principle of double effect do not proceed from consequentialist 

assumptions or skepticism about the distinction between intended and merely foreseen 

consequences. 

 Instead they ask whether the principle adequately codifies the moral intuitions at play in the 

cases that have been taken to be illustrations of it. 

 One important line of criticism has focused on the difficulty of distinguishing between grave 

harms that are regretfully intended as part of the agent’s means and grave harms that are 

regretfully foreseen as side effects of the agent’s means. 

 The application of Double Effect to explain the permissibility of performing a hysterectomy on a 

pregnant woman and the impermissibility of performing an abortion to save a woman’s life is 

often singled out for criticism on this score. 

Conclusion: 

Aquinas believes people need to identify meaningful goals before they can act. As such, moral 

theory is a way to facilitate action, rather than to limit it. According to Aquinas, good should be done 

or pursued, and evil (or badness) avoided. Without this principle, other moral rules would have no 

force. The maxim “do unto others as you would have them do unto you” is also quite fundamental 
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Public/Civil service values and Ethics in Public administration: Status and 

problems; ethical concerns and dilemmas in government and private institutions; 

laws, rules, regulations and conscience as sources of ethical guidance; 

accountability and ethical governance; strengthening of ethical and moral values 

in governance; ethical issues in international relations and funding;  

compare and contrast Distributive and social justice. Do you think Distributive justice 

can prove to be a better philosophy to bring social justice? Give your opinion with 

suitable examples. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question is based on the theme of social as well as distributive justice. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must compare and contrast the two variants of justice viz. social justice and the 
distributive justice. One must argue in what way Distributive justice can prove to be a better 
philosophy to bring social justice with suitable illustrations. 
Directive: 
Compare and contrast – provide for a detailed comparison of the two types, their features that are 
similar as well as different. One must provide for detailed assessment of the two. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Highlight the significance of Justice in general. 
Body: 
Give the definition of distributive justice and different types of distributive norms. 
Give the definition of social justice. 
Explain how distributive justice can support social justice. 
Explain how distributive justice and social justice are in opposition. 
Quote examples to justify your stand. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that a balanced approach is required to create harmony between social justice and 
distributive justice. 
Introduction: 

Social justice: 

Social justice is a concept of fair and just relations between the individual and society, as measured 

by the distribution of wealth, opportunities for personal activity, and social privileges. In Western as 

well as in older Asian cultures, the concept of social justice has often referred to the process of 

ensuring that individuals fulfill their societal roles and receive what was their due from society. 

Distributive justice: 

Distributive justice concerns the nature of a socially just allocation of goods in a society. A society in 

which incidental inequalities in outcome do not arise would be considered a society guided by the 

principles of distributive justice. The concept includes the available quantities of goods, the process 

by which goods are to be distributed, and the resulting allocation of the goods to the members of 

the society. 

A combination of social justice and economic justice denotes what is known as „distributive justice‟. 

Article 38 and 39 embody the jurisprudential doctrine of “distributive justice”. The Constitution 
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permits and even directs the State to administer what may be termed “distributive justice”. The 

concept of distributive justice in the sphere of law-making connote, inter alia, the removal of 

economic inequalities rectifying the injustice resulting from dealings and transactions between 

unequal’s in society. 

The Constitution of India has solemnly promised to all its citizens justices-social, economic and 

political; liberty of thought expression, belief, faith and worship; equality of status and of 

opportunity; and to promote among the all fraternity assuring the dignity of the individual and the 

unity of the nation. The Constitution has attempted to attune the apparently conflicting claims of 

socio-economic justice and of individual liberty and fundamental rights by putting some relevant 

provisions. 

Distributive justice can prove to be a better philosophy to bring social justice: 

1. Equity: Members’ outcomes should be based upon their inputs. Therefore, an individual 

who has invested a large amount of input (e.g. time, money, and energy) should receive more from 

the group than someone who has contributed very little. 

2. Equality: Regardless of their inputs, all group members should be given an equal share of 

the rewards/costs. Equality supports that someone who contributes 20% of the group’s resources 

should receive as much as someone who contributes 60%. 

3. Power: Those with more authority, status, or control over the group should receive more 

than those in lower level positions. 

4. Need: Those in greatest needs should be provided with resources needed to meet those 

needs. These individuals should be given more resources than those who already possess them, 

regardless of their input. 

5. Responsibility: Group members who have the most should share their resources with those 

who have less. 

Conclusion: 

The need for Distributive Justice is very pertinent today. In a country like India where Economic 

Disparity has only increased, affirmative action and distributive justice play a significant role in 

uplifting the least advantaged sections of the society. 

Discuss the ethical challenges that the process of globalization has provoked. Also 

recommend ways to overcome these challenges. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question is based on ethical challenges that the process of globalization has provoked in the 
recent times. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss the ethical challenges that the process of globalization has triggered and 
suggest solutions to address the same. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
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Briefly define globalization in general and the way it’s evolving. 
Body: 
Enumerate the ethical challenges caused by globalisation – rising inequality, increasing culture of 
consumption, issues associated with human rights etc. Suggest measures to overcome these 
challenges – reduce economic and social inequality, Effective global governance on issues such as 
climate change, rights of migrants, prevention of human and wildlife trafficking etc. can help address 
these pressing challenges etc. Use illustrations to justify better. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by reasserting the need to address the issues posed by the globalisation in the ethical 
dimension. 
Introduction: 

Globalisation refers to the growing interdependence between different people, regions and 

countries in the world as social and economic relationships come to stretch world-wide.   Whereas 

roots of globalization are far reaching, it is primarily a modern age phenomenon. Modern business 

operation and the world economy are characterized by domination of multinational corporations, 

strong presence of the government in economy and the long-term tendency towards globalization in 

manufacturing, trading and consumption in the world. Containing both risks and opportunities, 

globalization is a problem of manifold nature. 

Body 

Ethical challenges associated with the process of globalisation: 

1. Increasing inequality: While the advanced capitalist countries enjoy the benefits of 

industrialization, the rest of the world is forced to share the negative consequences or externalities 

thrown up by industrial activities. 

2. Higher consumerism: Rising trend of the culture of consumption such as “fast-fashion” 

which results in faster production at lower costs has led to a number of ethical issues. It poses a 

threat to the workers who are overwhelmingly poor, and usually are immigrants, young women, or 

children. They are forced to work long hours in unhealthy conditions and undergo verbal and 

physical abuse. 

3. Human rights issues: The harmful work environments and low-wages involved in the 

industry prevent workers from accessing even basic human rights. 

4. There is a sharp increase in the number of environmental refugees and economic refugees 

which often leads to violation of the rights of the migrants. 

5. Environmental degradation and Pollution; loss of biodiversity and habitat due to climate 

change; etc. have threatened the survival of life on the Earth. 

6. Spiritual disruption as a consequence of the global spread of materialism driven by 

advancements in science and technology among other factors. 

7. Dissolution of families and communities, rise in nuclear families and increasing isolation of 

old-aged parents; privatisation and consequent rise in cost of health care, education and other social 

services are some of the other issues engendered by the process of globalisation. 

Measures to overcome these challenges: 
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1. To reduce economic and social inequality there is an urgent need to invest in quality 

education, reforming workplace laws such as minimum wages and universal basic income (UBI) and 

empower the women and other vulnerable sections of the society. 

2. Upholding the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and Declaration for Refugees and 

Migrants can help in addressing the issue of human rights violations and problems faced by refugees 

and migrants. 

3. Conservation of natural resources and biodiversity, adopting the policy of 3R (Reduce, Reuse 

and Recycle), responsible consumption and production practices etc. can play a great role in 

preserving and protecting the environment. 

4. Effective global governance on issues such as climate change, rights of migrants, prevention 

of human and wildlife trafficking etc can help address these pressing challenges. 

5. Nurturing leadership which can convey the importance of virtue ethics can also help in 

reducing the ethical challenges caused by the phenomenon of globalisation. 

Conclusion: 

As the countries get closer to each other, sharing the fruits of globalisation, the responsibility to 

share the fallouts of industrialisation, capitalism, consumerism and sustainable living acquires even 

greater significance. In this regard, each nation must uptake, uphold and abide by its share of 

responsibility to seek solution to now global problems like environmental pollution, climate change, 

terrorism etc. 

Discuss some of the major ethical Concerns and dilemmas faced by the administrators 

in Government institutes as well suggest measures to address them. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question is straightforward and aims to highlight the major Ethical Concerns and dilemmas faced 
by the administrators in Government institutes and ways to address them. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer must discuss some of the key ethical Concerns and dilemmas faced by the administrators 
in Government institutes using suitable examples and suggest solutions to address the same. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly define what constitute an ethical concern or a dilemma. 
Body: 
Explain the major Ethical dilemmas faced by public servants such as – administrative discretion, 
policy dilemmas, secrecy in administration, information leaks, corruption, nepotism, public 
accountability etc. In short present an illustration possibly covering 3-4 aspects from the above. 
Suggest what needs to be done to overcome these challenges. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
 

Introduction: 
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Ethical dilemmas, also known as moral dilemmas, are situations in which there is a choice to be 

made between two options, neither of which resolves the situation in an ethically acceptable 

fashion. In such cases, societal and personal ethical guidelines can provide no satisfactory outcome 

for the chooser. Ethical dilemmas assume that the chooser will abide by societal norms, such as 

codes of law or religious teachings, in order to make the choice ethically impossible. 

Body: 

Public Servants are the glue between the State and the people. They have a wide array of 

responsibilities from formulation, implementation of various rules, policies to service delivery to 

citizens. They are granted with sufficient powers to carry on their work in an unhindered manner. 

The vast scope of operations can give rise to situations where they are faced with various ethical 

dilemmas as given below. 

 Dilemmas Involving Fairness: 

o The matters that potentially influence the ability to work in the public interest and 

represent all constituents equally and fairly. 

o Example: Granting licenses for coalmining or allocation of public resource. One of the 

bidders is your spouse’s company. 

o How to avoid dilemma: Transparency and competitive measures like use of ICT, 

maximum benefit to the state and public. 

 Dilemmas Involving Conflicts between Personal Interests and the Public’s Interest: 

o The cases in which personal interests that conflict with your duty of loyalty to the public 

you have been elected/appointed to serve. 

o Example: When a civil servant is heading a recruitment agency and his relatives are 

applying for the job under the same agency. 

o How to avoid dilemma: Be Neutral, Separation of Personal and Private Affairs, Recusal 

from the position, giving an undertaking to Government. 

 Dilemmas Involving the Faithful Execution of your Official Duties: 

o Matters in which there is a need to competently fulfil the responsibilities of your office. 

o Example: Minister issues orders on firing against a violent mob. You are the chief 

heading the force. 

o How to avoid dilemma: Accept orders in writing as per Supreme Court directive. 

 Dilemmas Involving Acting with Integrity: 

o Conduct oneself honestly and with the integrity expected from public officials. 

o Example: A particular department is known for its corruption and bribery. You are newly 

appointed as head of the department and being forced to join the gang. 

o How to avoid dilemma: Be honest, uphold integrity, use legal measures. 

 Dilemmas Involving Accountability & Transparency: 
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o To maintain the public trust, there is a need to act in a manner that is transparent and is 

accountable to your constituent. With RTI Act, Transparency and Accountability have a 

higher pedestal and makes governance more participatory. 

o Example: Rafale Deal – to disclose the prices and details or to keep it confidential. 

o How to avoid dilemma: Clear classification of information, Effective Grievance Redressal 

Mechanisms like CIC, SIC. 

 Dilemmas Involving Law and Conscience: 

o There are instances where law and conscience overlap, conflict and lack of clarity. 

o Example: Abortion of foetus beyond the stipulated time period as against the mother’s 

life at risk 

o How to avoid dilemma: Application of Wisdom. 

 Measures needed: 

 Personal self-interest should be secondary to the common good in all situations, especially when 

such circumstances give rise to conflict of interest. 

 A dilemma should be dealt appropriately by considering and reformulating all the options in a 

systematic and coherent manner. 

 To resolve such ethical dilemmas, an order or a sequence of logical reasoning is must to 

integrate and rearrange the process of dealing with ethical dilemmas. 

 The decisions should be guided by following principles: 

o The provisions of Indian Constitution. 

o Democratic accountability of administration. 

o The rule of law and the principle of legality. 

o Professional integrity. 

o Impartiality and neutrality. 

o Larger public good. 

o Responsiveness to civil society. 

 The bureaucracy should be loyal to the country and its people while decision making considering 

consequences of such decisions. 

 It is fundamental ethical duty of civil servants to show a spirit of neutrality and discretion and 

keep their own personal preferences out in the performance of their duties and responsibilities. 

Conclusion: 

A public servant is bound to be faced by many dilemmas. Adhering to the ethical values like integrity, 

objectivity, transparency and application of wisdom can help in overcoming the dilemmas. 
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What do you understand by conscience as source of ethical guidance? Illustrate with 

suitable examples. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question is based on the premise of – conscience as source of ethical guidance. 
Key demand of the question: 
Explain what is meant by conscience as source of ethical guidance in detail. 
Directive: 
Illustrate – A similar instruction to ‘explain’ whereby you are asked to show the workings of 
something, making use of definite examples and statistics if appropriate to add weight to your 
explanation. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Define what ‘conscience’ means. 
Body: 
Conscience is a capacity, intuition or decisions that help to distinguish right from wrong. In 
psychological terms, conscience is defined as leading to feelings of remorse when a human commits 
actions that go against his moral values and feelings of pleasure and well-being when our actions, 
thoughts and words are in conformity to value systems of people. Move on to explain how conscience 
can act as source of ethical guidance – this part of the answer can be best explained with examples. 
Highlight the importance by quoting the assertions made by various moral thinkers upon the 
significance of conscience. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by reasserting the significance of conscience as an ethical guide.   
Introduction: 

Conscience is the inner voice of a person which guides the right and wrong. Conscience aims to 

make moral decisions in ‘overwhelming forces of inescapable situations’ despite the risk of adverse 

consequences. If conscience goes, then everything collapses, conscience is central to our identity 

and it is as component in the moral decisions making process. The concept of Enlightenment, 

Nirvana etc. are associated with highest stage of development of human Conscience. Gandhiji’s civil 

disobedience movement was true to his conscience although it broke the law. 

Body: 

Example: Concept of Enlightenment, Nirvana etc. are associated with highest stage of development 

of human Conscience. Gandhiji’s civil disobedience movement was true to his conscience although it 

broke the law. 

Conscience is the intrinsic intuitive capacity to discriminate between right and wrong. “Inner Voice” 

is important especially in democracy as it has various participants such as citizens, NGOs, corporates 

to be administered by the politicians who are elected by them only. 

1. Individual level: every person has conscience which assists them to take important decision. 

Thus it can act as strong tool to evade away the individual self-centred thinking. Political Level: 

Conscience can help to lesson corruption, nepotism and profit seeking behaviour. Thus provoke 

them to act in benevolence of society at large and uphold the constitution principles. At each and 

every decision they should keep in mind that they were elected to serve the citizens and not to serve 

their own needs and greed. 

2. Bureaucratic Level: The crisis of conscience is important whether to just mere follow the 

orders from superior’s v/s to follow the right path of judgement. The intrinsic voice of serving the 
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nation maintaining highest standards of honesty and probity is important as they are link between 

citizens and political figures. 

3. Citizen Level: Collective and individual conscience of inhabitants is very important because it 

describes the existing society conditions such as keeping surrounding clean, actively contributing in 

elections, dissent to undemocratic principles. Therefore, adhering to it will also control mass 

prejudice such as riots and lynching of offenders. 

Conclusion: 

Furthermore, it is important to dynamically excel and improve at individual and institution level. 

Thus if everyone acts and adhere to their principles values, the moral degradation can be controlled 

and faith in governing institutions can be reinstituted. Swami Vivekananda once said “Whenever 

there is a conflict between the heart and the brain, follow your heart”, hence conscience is the voice 

of heart and it is often right which helps us to sail through ocean of dilemmas and help us to find the 

direction. 

Elaborate upon the positive effect that Accountability and moral competence have on 

ethical leadership in organizations. (250 words) 
Reference: Ethics by Lexicon Publications 
Why this question: 
The question aims to examine the positive effect that Accountability and moral competence have on 
ethical leadership in organizations. 
Key demand of the question: 
The answer should discuss the positive effect that Accountability and moral competence have on 
ethical leadership in organizations. 
Directive: 
Elaborate – Give a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the particular context. 
You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with relevant associated 
facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly define the terms accountability, moral competence and ethical leadership. 
Body: 
Start by explaining the relationship among accountability, moral competence, and ethical leadership 
in general. Explain that accountability is a construct that involves an assessment of an individual’s 
beliefs and feelings and an assessment of the behavior of others. Moreover, accountability involves 
monitoring and evaluating the performance and behavior of self. From here explain how it influences 
positively the ethical leadership. Explain that to help sustain ethical leadership behavior, 
organizations and leaders may want to consider utilizing accountability as an instrument to promote 
ethical behavior. The level of moral competence in a leader may play a critical role in moderating 
relationships among ethical leadership behavior, self-accountability, and other-accountability. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction: 

Accountability refers to taking ownership for outcomes (successes or failures) while addressing 

performance issues fairly and promptly. The ability of citizens to demand accountability and more 

open government is fundamental to good governance. 

Moral competence refers to the affective orientation to perform altruistic behaviours towards 

others and the ability to judge moral issues logically, consistently. 
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Body: 

Effects of accountability on ethical leadership:  

1. Accountability is very important for supporting ethical leadership in today’s global economy 

and is one of the central constructs to protect business and organizational ethics. 

2. Leaders with accountability provide attention to the development of ethical perspectives 

within organizational components. 

3. Leaders need to make ethically accountable decisions in rapidly changing business 

environments and within these spheres, they face decisions and implement actions to create an 

ethical environment and promote a community’s interests. 

4. Accountability has the potential to sustain ethical and personal development. 

5. When an individual becomes aware of the accountability condition, the specific coping 

strategy relevant to the condition is embraced. 

6. An individual who is held accountable is likely to be aware of the accountability 

requirements in order to be compatible with the expectations of the accountable. 

7. Thus, the individuals are likely to behave in an acceptable manner. 

8. self-criticism and effortful thinking (i.e., self-accountability) will be selected most often when 

individuals are aware of the accountability conditions. The individuals are likely to engage in a wide 

assessment of their behaviours and judgments. 

9. when individuals were notified that they would be held accountable for their decisions 

regarding stereotype change and generalizations, both information processing and judgment 

vigilance increased. 

Effects of Moral competence on ethical leadership: 

1. Moral competence is critical for supporting ethical leadership in today’s global economy. A 

leader’s character should be based on a strong foundation of high ethical standards. 

2. This is vital in today’s global economy where leaders must embrace ethics, as well as 

leadership effectiveness (e.g., expertise, techniques, knowledge), to be successful. 

3. Moral competence is a cornerstone of the moral developmental cognitive family. Moral 

cognition of a leader is depicted as an antecedent of effective leadership. 

4. When leaders are able to demonstrate a high moral judgment in their decisions, they will 

have greater opportunities to exhibit ethical leadership behaviours to their employees. 

5. leaders are   responsible   for   identifying   the   levels   of organizations’ moral environment 

where these levels are reflected by the moral development of the leader. 

6. Therefore, leaders’ moral development has an important impression on an organization’s 

ethical climate. 

7. Enhancing the ethical climate within organizations would be effective with leaders who fully 

utilize their moral development through translating their capability for moral competence into moral 

actions. 
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Conclusion: 

In today’s rapidly changing business environment, leaders must make ethical decisions on a regular 

basis. The increase in the importance of ethics in business and management has led many scholars 

to focus on ethical leadership behavior. 
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